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1. Welcome to dbtvault!

1. Welcome to dbtvault!
dbtvault is a dbt package that generates & executes the ETL you need to run a Data Vault 2.0 Data Warehouse on a Snowflake
database.

Note
You need to be running dbt to use the package.
dbt is a registered trademark of Fishtown Analytics.
Go check them out!

dbt is designed for ease of use in data engineering: for when you need to develop a data pipeline. It is a single command-line
utility that can run on your desktop or a VM in your network, it is developed in Python, and it is free to download and use.
Our package runs inside the dbt environment, so you can use dbt to run other parts of the Data Vault pipeline, combined with the
dbtvault package for the Data Vault specific steps.

Tip

Sign up for early-bird announcements or join our Slack

Email Sign-up

Slack Join

1.1 What is Data Vault 2.0?
Data Vault 2.0 is an Agile method that can be used to deliver a highly scalable enterprise Data Warehouse.
The method covers the full approach for developing a Data Warehouse: architecture, data modelling, development, and includes
a number of unique techniques.
If you want to learn about Data Vault 2.0, your best starting point is the book Building a Scalable Data Warehouse with Data
Vault 2.0 (see details below).

1.2 Data Vault 2.0 supports code automation.
Essentially, the method uses a small set of standard building blocks to model your data warehouse ( Hubs, Links and Satellites in
the Raw Data Vault) and, because they are standardised, you can load these blocks with templated SQL. The result is a templatedriven implementation, populated by metadata. You provide the metadata (table names and mapping details) and SQL is
generated automatically. This leads to better quality code, fewer mistakes, and greatly improved productivity: i.e. Agility.

1.3 What does dbtvault do?
The dbtvault package generates and runs Data Vault ETL code from your metadata.
Just like other dbt projects, you write a model for each ETL step. You provide the metadata for each model as declared variables
and include code to invoke a macro from the dbtvault package. The macro does the rest of the work: it processes the metadata,
generates Snowflake SQL and then dbt executes the load respecting any and all dependencies.
dbt even runs the load in parallel. As Data Vault 2.0 is designed for parallel load and Snowflake is highly performant, your ETL
load will finish in rapid time.
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1.4 What features does dbt running the dbtvault package offer?

dbtvault reduces the need to write Snowflake SQL by hand to load the Data Vault, which is is a repetitive, time-consuming and
potentially error prone task.

1.4 What features does dbt running the dbtvault package offer?
dbt works with the dbtvault package to:
• Generate SQL to process the staging layer and load the data vault.
• Ensures consistency and correctness in the generated SQL.
• Identify dependencies between SQL statements.
• Create Raw Data Vault tables when a release first identifies them.
• Execute all generated SQL statements as a complete set.
• Execute data load in parallel up to a user-defined number of parallel threads.
• Generate data flow diagrams showing data lineage.
• Automatically build a documentation website.

1.5 You Do Need Some Prior Knowledge About the Data Vault 2.0 Method
If you are going to use the dbtvault package for your Data Vault 2.0 project, then we expect you to have some prior knowledge
about the Data Vault 2.0 method.

1.6 How Can I Get Up to Speed on Data Vault 2.0?
You can get further information about the Data Vault 2.0 method from the following resources:

1.6.1 Books (from Amazon)
• Building a Scalable Data Warehouse with Data Vault 2.0, Dan Linstedt and Michael Olschimke
• The Data Vault Guru: a pragmatic guide on building a data vault, Patrick Cuba
• Better Data Modelling: An Introduction to Agile Data Engineering Using Data Vault 2.0, Kent Graziano

1.6.2 Blogs and Downloads
• What is Data Vault?
• Agile Modeling: Not an Option Anymore

1.7 Roadmap and Changelog
We keep an up-to-date log of past and planned changes:
• Changelog
• Roadmap

Last update: 2021-01-26
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2. Step-by-step tutorial

2. Step-by-step tutorial
2.1 Getting Started
Info
This walk-through intends to give you a detailed understanding of how to use dbtvault and the provided macros to develop a Data
Vault Data Warehouse from the ground up. If you're looking to quickly experiment and learn using pre-written models, take a look at
our worked example.

In this section we teach you how to use dbtvault step-by-step, explaining the use of macros and the different components of the
Data Vault in detail.
We will:
• process a raw staging layer.
• create a Data Vault with hubs, links and satellites using dbtvault.

2.1.1 Pre-requisites
1. Some prior knowledge of Data Vault 2.0 architecture. Have a look at How can I get up to speed on Data Vault 2.0?
2. A Snowflake account, trial or otherwise. Sign up for a free 30-day trial here
3. You must have downloaded and installed dbt and set up a project.
4. Sources should be set up in dbt (see below).
5. We assume you already have a raw staging layer, PSA (Persistent Staging Area) or Data Lake.
6. Some raw vault structures need to be loaded iteratively to ensure record deltas (changes) over time are correctly processed.
Currently, these are the following structures:
• Transactional Links
• Satellites
• Effectivity Satellites
To correctly load these structures, we have developed custom materialisations which iteratively load data:
• vault_insert_by_period
• vault_insert_by_rank
These macros are described in mre depth in their respective sections
7. You should read our best practices guidance.

2.1.2 Setting up sources (in dbt)
We will be using the source feature of dbt extensively throughout the documentation to make access to source data much easier,
cleaner and more modular.
We have provided an example below which shows a configuration similar to that used for the examples in our documentation,
however this feature is documented extensively in the documentation for dbt.
We recommend that you place the schema.yml file you create for your sources, in the root of your models folder, however you can
place it wherever needed for your specific project and models.
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2.1.3 Installation

schema.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

version: 2
sources:
- name: my_source
database: MY_DATABASE
schema: MY_SCHEMA
tables:
- name: raw_orders
- name: ...

2.1.3 Installation
Read the installation instructions on dbt hub

Last update: 2021-01-25
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2.2 Staging

2.2 Staging

The dbtvault package assumes you've already loaded a Snowflake database staging table with raw data from a source system or
feed (the 'raw staging layer').

Pre-conditions
All records in a single load must be for the same for the same load datetime. This restriction is not applicable to Hubs and Links.
We will soon be removing this restriction for T-Links, Satellites and Effectivity Satellites.

Let's Begin
The raw staging table needs to be prepared with additional columns so that we may load our raw vault. Specifically, we need to
add primary key hashes, hashdiffs, and any implied fixed-value columns (see the diagram).
We also need to ensure column names align with target hub or link table column names.

Info
Hashing of primary keys is optional in Snowflake and natural keys alone can be used in place of hashing.
We've implemented hashing as the only option for now, though a non-hashed version will be added in future releases, checkout our
roadmap.

2.2.1 Creating the stage model
To prepare our raw staging layer, we create a dbt model and call the dbtvault stage macro with provided metadata.

Setting up staging models
First we create a new dbt model. Our example source table is called raw_orders , and in this scenario contains data about
customers and orders. We should name our staging model sensibly, for example stg_orders_hashed.sql , although any consistent
and sensible naming convention will work.
stg_orders_hashed.sql
1
2
3
4

{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=var('include_source_columns', none),
source_model=var('source_model', none),
hashed_columns=var('hashed_columns', none),
derived_columns=var('derived_columns', none)) }}
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2.2.1 Creating the stage model

To create a staging model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the staging table/view we are
creating. We provide the metadata to this template, which will use them to generate a staging layer.
Staging models should use the view materialization, though it can be a table depending on your requirements. We recommend
setting the view materialization on all of your staging models using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
staging:
materialized: view
tags:
- stage
stg_customer_hashed:
vars:
...
stg_booking_hashed:
vars:
...

ADDING THE METADATA

Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the stage macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source name. This can be in dbt source style, or ref style. Generally speaking, our
source for staging will be an external raw source of data, so we should set up a dbt source and use the source style. We will
assume you have opted to use the source style for the remainder of the staging tutorial.
source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

# schema.yml
version: 2
sources:
- name: my_source
database: MY_DATABASE
schema: MY_SCHEMA
tables:
- name: raw_customer
# dbt_project.yml
stg_customer_hashed:
vars:
source_model:
my_source: "raw_customer"

ref
1
2
3
4

# dbt_project.yml
stg_customer_hashed:
vars:
source_model: "raw_customer"

Adding hashed columns
We can now specify a mapping of columns to hash, which we will use in our raw vault layer.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

stg_customer_hashed:
vars:
source_model:
my_source: "raw_customer"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
NATION_PK: "NATION_ID"
CUSTOMER_NATION_PK:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATION_ID"
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "CUSTOMER_PHONE"
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
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2.2.1 Creating the stage model

With this metadata, the stage macro will:
• Hash the CUSTOMER_ID column, and create a new column called CUSTOMER_PK containing the hash value.
• Hash the NATION_ID column, and create a new column called NATION_PK containing the hash value.
• Concatenate the values in the CUSTOMER_ID and NATION_ID columns and hash them in the order supplied, creating a new
column called CUSTOMER_NATION_PK containing the hash of the combination of the values.
• Concatenate the values in the CUSTOMER_NAME , CUSTOMER_PHONE , CUSTOMER_DOB columns and hash them, creating a new column
called CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF containing the hash of the combination of the values. The is_hashdiff: true flag should be
provided so that dbtvault knows to treat this column as a hashdiff. Treating this column as a hashdiff means dbtvault with
automatically sort the columns prior to hashing.
See Why do we hash? for details on hashing best practises.

Adding calculated and derived columns
We can also provide a mapping of derived, calculated or constant columns which will be needed for the raw vault but which do
not already exist in the raw data.
Some of these columns may be 'constants' implied by the context of the staging data. For example, we could add a source table
code value for audit purposes, or a load date which is the result of a function such as CURRENT_TIMESTAMP() . We provide a constant
by prepending a ! to the front of the value in the key/value pair.

Tip
For full options, usage examples and syntax, please refer to the stage macro documentation.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

stg_customer_hashed:
vars:
source_model:
my_source: "raw_customer"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
NATION_PK: "NATION_ID"
CUSTOMER_NATION_PK:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATION_ID"
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_PHONE"
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
derived_columns:
SOURCE: "!1"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"
START_DATE: "BOOKING_DATE"
END_DATE: "TO_DATE('9999-31-12')"

Info
By default, the stage macro will automatically select all columns which exist in the source model, unless the include_source_columns
macro is set to false .
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2.2.1 Creating the stage model

In summary this model will:
• Be materialized as a view
• Select all columns from the external data source raw_customer
• Generate hashed columns to create primary keys and a hashdiff
• Generate a SOURCE column with the constant value 1
• Generate an EFFECTIVE_FROM column derived from the BOOKING_DATE column present in the raw data.
• Generate START_DATE and END_DATE columns for use in the effectivity satellites later on.

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt:
dbt run -m stg_customer_hashed

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_PK

NATION_PK

CUSTOMER_NATION_PK

CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF

(source

SOURCE

EF

table
columns)
B8C37E...

D89F3A...

72A160...

.

.

1

19

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FED333...

D78382...

1CE6A9...

.

.

1

19

Next steps
Now that we have implemented a new staging layer with all the required fields and hashes, we can start loading our vault.

Last update: 2021-07-13
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2.3 Hubs

2.3 Hubs
Hubs are one of the core building blocks of a Data Vault. Hubs record a unique list of all business keys for a single entity. For
example, a Hub may contain a list of all Customer IDs in the business.
STRUCTURE

In general, Hubs consist of 4 columns, described below.
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key.
Natural Key (src_nk)

This is usually a formal identification for the record such as a customer ID or order number.
Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system. (i.e. 1 from the previous section, which is the code for stg_customer )

Setting up hub models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one hub_customer .
hub_customer.sql
1
2

{{ dbtvault.hub(var('src_pk'), var('src_nk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source_model'))
}}

To create a hub model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the hub we are creating. dbtvault
will generate a hub using parameters provided in the next steps.
Hubs should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your hubs using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
hubs:
materialized: incremental
tags:
- hub
hub_customer:
vars:
...
hub_booking:
vars:
...

Adding the metadata
Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the hub macro.
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2.3 Hubs

SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. This step is simple, all we need to do is provide the name of the model
for the stage table as a string in our metadata as follows:
dbt_project.yml
hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
...

1
2
3
4

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata

SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. Using our knowledge of what columns we need in our
hub_customer table, we can identify columns in our staging layer which we will then use to form our hub:

1. A primary key, which is a hashed natural key. The CUSTOMER_PK we created earlier in the staging section will be used for
hub_customer .

2. The natural key, CUSTOMER_ID which we added using the stage macro.
3. A load date timestamp, which is present in the staging layer as LOAD_DATE
4. A SOURCE column.
We can now add this metadata to the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_ID'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our hub_customer table.
dbt run -m +hub_customer

Tip
Using the '+' in the command above will get dbt to compile and run all parent dependencies for the model we are running, in this
case, it will compile and run the staging layer as well as the hub if they don't already exist.

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_PK

CUSTOMER_ID

LOAD_DATE

SOURCE

B8C37E...

1001

1993-01-01

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FED333...

1004

1993-01-01

1
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2.3 Hubs

Loading hubs from multiple sources
In some cases, we may need to load hubs from multiple sources, instead of a single source as we have seen so far. This may be
because we have multiple source staging tables, each of which contains a natural key for the hub. This would require multiple
feeds into one table: dbt prefers one feed, so we union the separate sources together and load them as one.
The data can and should be combined because these records have a related key, and are related to the same business concept.
We can union the tables on that key, and create a hub containing a complete record set.
We'll need to have a staging model for each of the sources involved, and provide them as a list of strings in the dbt_project.yml
file as shown below.

Note
If your primary key and natural key columns have different names across the different tables, they will need to be aliased to the same
name in the respective staging layers via the stage macro.

The macro needed to create a union hub is identical to a single-source hub, we just provide a list of sources rather than a single
source in the metadata, the hub macro will handle the rest.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

hub_nation:
vars:
source_model:
- 'stg_customer_hashed'
- 'v_stg_inventory'
src_pk: 'NATION_PK'
src_nk: 'NATION_ID'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

Last update: 2021-06-07
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2.4 Links

2.4 Links
Links are another fundamental component in a Data Vault.
Links model an association or link, between two business keys. A good example would be a list of all Orders and the Customer
associated with that order, in the business.

Note
Due to the similarities in the load logic between links and hubs, most of this page will be familiar if you have already followed the
hubs page.

STRUCTURE

Our links will contain:
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key. For links, we take the natural keys
(prior to hashing) represented by the foreign key columns below and create a hash on a concatenation of them.
Foreign Keys (src_fk)

Foreign keys referencing the primary key for each hub referenced in the link (2 or more depending on the number of hubs
referenced)
Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system.

Setting up link models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one link_customer_nation .
link_customer_nation.sql
1
2

{{ dbtvault.link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source_model'))
}}

To create a link model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the link we are creating. dbtvault
will generate a link using metadata provided in the next steps.
Links should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your links using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
links:
materialized: incremental
tags:
- link
link_customer_nation:
vars:
...
link_booking_order:
vars:
...
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2.4 Links

Adding the metadata
Now we need to provide some metadata to the link macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. This step is easy, as we created the staging layer ourselves. All we need
to do is provide the name of the staging layer in the dbt_project.yml file and dbtvault will do the rest for us.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4

link_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
...

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata

SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. Using our knowledge of what columns we need in our
link_customer_nation table, we can identify columns in our staging layer which map to them:

1. A primary key, which is a combination of the two natural keys: In this case CUSTOMER_NATION_PK which we added in our staging
layer.
2. CUSTOMER_KEY which is one of our natural keys (we'll use the hashed column, CUSTOMER_PK ).
3. NATION_KEY the second natural key (we'll use the hashed column, NATION_PK ).
4. A load date timestamp, which is present in the staging layer as LOAD_DATE
5. A SOURCE column.
We can now add this metadata to the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

link_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'NATION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

Note
We are using src_fk , a list of the foreign keys. This is instead of the src_nk we used when building the hubs. These columns must be
given in this list format in the dbt_project.yml file for the links.

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our link_customer_nation link.
dbt run -m +link_customer_nation
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2.4 Links

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_NATION_PK

CUSTOMER_FK

NATION_FK

LOAD_DATE

SOURCE

72A160...

B8C37E...

D89F3A...

1993-01-01

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1CE6A9...

FED333...

D78382...

1993-01-01

1

Loading from multiple sources to form a union-based link
In some cases, we may need to create a link via a union, instead of a single source as we have seen so far. This may be because
we have multiple source staging tables, each of which contains a natural key of the link. This would require multiple feeds into
one table: dbt prefers one feed, so we union the different feeds into one source before performing the insert via dbt.
So, this data can and should be combined because these records have a shared key. We can union the tables on that key, and
create a link containing a complete record set.
We'll need to have a staging model for each of the sources involved, and provide them as a list of strings in the dbt_project.yml
file as shown below.

Note
If your primary key and natural key columns have different names across the different tables, they will need to be aliased to the same
name in the respective staging layers via the stage macro.

The union link model will look exactly the same as creating a single source link model. To create a union you need to provide a
list of sources rather than a single source in the metadata, the link macro will handle the rest.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

link_nation_region:
vars:
source_model:
- 'stg_customer_hashed'
- 'v_stg_inventory'
src_pk: 'NATION_REGION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'NATION_PK'
- 'REGION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

Last update: 2021-06-07
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2.5 Transactional Links

2.5 Transactional Links
Also known as non-historized or no-history links, transactional links record the transaction or 'event' components of their
referenced hub tables. They allow us to model the more granular relationships between entities. Some prime examples are
purchases, flights or emails; there is a record in the table for every event or transaction between the entities instead of just one
record per relation.
STRUCTURE

Our transactional links will contain:
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key. For t-links, we take the natural keys
(prior to hashing) represented by the foreign key columns below and create a hash on a concatenation of them.
Foreign Keys (src_fk)

Foreign keys referencing the primary key for each hub referenced in the t-link (2 or more depending on the number of hubs
referenced)
Payload (src_payload) - optional

A t-link payload consists of concrete data for the transaction record. This could be a transaction number, an amount paid,
transaction type or more. The payload will contain all the concrete data for a transaction. This field is optional because you may
want to model your transactions as a T-Link, and multiple satellites (off of the T-Link). This modelling approach can be useful if
there are many fields, and these fields comprise multiple rates of change or types of data.
Effective From (src_eff)

An effectivity date. Usually called EFFECTIVE_FROM , this column is the business effective date of a transaction record. It records
that a record is valid from a specific point in time. For a t-link, this is usually the date on which the transaction occurred.
Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. this identifies when the record first gets loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system.

Note
LOAD_DATE is the time the record that gets loaded into the database. EFFECTIVE_FROM is different and may hold a different value,

especially if there is a batch processing delay between when a business event happens, and the record arriving in the database for
load. Having both dates allows us to ask the questions 'what did we know when' and 'what happened when' using the LOAD_DATE and
EFFECTIVE_FROM date accordingly.

Setting up t-link models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one t_link_transactions .
t_link_transactions.sql
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.t_link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model'))
}}

To create a t-link model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the t-link we are creating.
dbtvault will generate a t-link using parameters provided in the next steps.
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Transactional links should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your t-links using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
t_links:
materialized: incremental
tags:
- t_link
t_link_transactions:
vars:
...
t_link_call_feed:
vars:
...

Read more about incremental models

Adding the metadata
Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the t_link macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. For transactional links this can sometimes be a little trickier than other
table types. We need particular columns to model the transaction or event which has occurred in the relationship between the
hubs we are referencing, and so sometimes may need to create a staging layer specifically for the purposes of feeding the
transactional link.
For this step, ensure you have the following columns present in the source model:
1. A hashed transaction number as the primary key
2. Hashed foreign keys, one for each of the referenced hubs.
3. A payload. This will be data about the transaction itself e.g. the amount, type, date or non-hashed transaction number.
4. An EFFECTIVE_FROM date. This will usually be the date of the transaction.
5. A load date timestamp
6. A source
Assuming you have a raw source table with these required columns, we can create a hashed staging table using a dbt model,
(let's call it stg_transactions_hashed.sql ) and this is the model we reference in the dbt_project.yml file as a string.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4

t_link_transactions:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_transactions_hashed'
...

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata
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SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. We can use the columns we identified in the Source
table section, above.

dbt_project.yml
t_link_transactions:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_transactions_hashed'
src_pk: 'TRANSACTION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_FK'
- 'ORDER_FK'
src_payload:
- 'TRANSACTION_NUMBER'
- 'TRANSACTION_DATE'
- 'TYPE'
- 'AMOUNT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our t_link_transactions transactional link.
dbt run -m +t_link_transactions

And our table will look like this:
TRANSACTION_PK

CUSTOMER_FK

ORDER_FK

TRANSACTION_NUMBER

TYPE

AMOUNT

EFFECTIV

BDEE76...

CA02D6...

CF97F1...

123456789101

CR

100.00

1993-01-2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

E0E7A8...

F67DF4...

2C95D4...

123456789104

CR

678.23

1993-01-2

Last update: 2021-06-10
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2.6 Satellites
Satellites contain point-in-time payload data related to their parent hub or link records. Each hub or link record may have one or
more child satellite records, allowing us to record changes in the data as they happen.
STRUCTURE

Each component of a satellite is described below.
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key. For a satellite, this should be the
same as the corresponding link or hub PK, concatenated with the load timestamp.
Hashdiff (src_hashdiff)

This is a concatenation of the payload (below) and the primary key. This allows us to detect changes in a record (much like a
checksum). For example, if a customer changes their name, the hashdiff will change as a result of the payload changing.
Payload (src_payload)

The payload consists of concrete data for an entity (e.g. A customer). This could be a name, a date of birth, nationality, age,
gender or more. The payload will contain some or all of the concrete data for an entity, depending on the purpose of the satellite.
Effective From (src_eff)

An effectivity date. Usually called EFFECTIVE_FROM , this column is the business effective date of a satellite record. It records that a
record is valid from a specific point in time. If a customer changes their name, then the record with their 'old' name should no
longer be valid, and it will no longer have the most recent EFFECTIVE_FROM value. This is an optional metadata column which can
be useful later on in the Business Vault, and is not part of the DataVault 2.0 standard.

Tip
Now optional in dbtvault 0.7.4

Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system.

Note
LOAD_DATE is the time the record is loaded into the database. EFFECTIVE_FROM is different, holding the business effectivity date of the

record (i.e. When it actually happened in the real world) and will usually hold a different value, especially if there is a batch
processing delay between when a business event happens and the record arriving in the database for load. Having both dates allows
us to ask the questions 'what did we know when' and 'what happened when' using the LOAD_DATE and EFFECTIVE_FROM date
accordingly.

Setting up satellite models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one sat_customer_details .
sat_customer_details.sql
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.sat(var('src_pk'), var('src_hashdiff'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model'))
}}
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To create a satellite model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the satellite we are creating.
dbtvault will generate a satellite using parameters provided in the next steps.
Satellites should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your satellites using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
satellites:
materialized: incremental # See tip below
tags:
- sat
sat_customer_details:
vars:
...
sat_booking_details:
vars:
...

Loading Satellites correctly
dbtvault provides custom materialisations, designed to load structures which contain deltas (such as satellites, among other
structures) in the correct way:
• vault_insert_by_period
• vault_insert_by_rank

Adding the metadata
Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the sat macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. This step is easy, as in this example we created the staging layer
ourselves. All we need to do is provide the name of stage table as a string in our metadata as follows.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3

sat_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata

SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. Using our knowledge of what columns we need in our
sat_customer_details table, we can identify columns in our staging layer which map to them:

1. The primary key of the parent hub or link table, which is a hashed natural key. The CUSTOMER_PK we created earlier in the
staging section will be used for sat_customer_details .
2. A hashdiff. We created CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF in staging earlier, which we will use here.
3. Some payload columns: CUSTOMER_NAME , CUSTOMER_DOB , CUSTOMER_PHONE which should be present in the raw staging layer via an
stage macro call.
4. An EFFECTIVE_FROM column, also added in staging.
5. A load date timestamp, which is present in the staging layer as LOAD_DATE .
6. A SOURCE column.
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We can now add this metadata to the dbt_project :
dbt_project.yml
sat_order_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff: 'CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF'
src_payload:
- 'CUSTOMER_NAME'
- 'CUSTOMER_DOB'
- 'CUSTOMER_PHONE'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our sat_customer_details satellite.
dbt run -m +sat_customer_details

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_PK

CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF

CUSTOMER_NAME

CUSTOMER_DOB

CUSTOMER_PHONE

EFFEC

B8C37E...

3C5984...

Alice

1997-04-24

17-214-233-1214

1993-0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FED333...

D8CB1F...

Dom

2018-04-13

17-214-233-1217

1993-0

Last update: 2021-06-07
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2.7 Effectivity Satellites
Effectivity Satellites are built on Links and record the time period when the corresponding link records start and end effectivity.
The next section will explore the need for effectivity satellites and explain some of the logic around their implementation.

The Driving Key problem and why we have Effectivity Satellites
Say we have a Table A. Table A contains a column which is a foreign key link to a Table B. In the Data Vault we model this as a
Link, as follows:

The link has no from and to dates, it declares that there is a link between A and B for a reason, that is all. To solve this, we create
an Effectivity Satellite off LINK_A_B , EFF_SAT_A_B . This contains information about the status of LINK_A_B . Now we have two
columns, START_DATE and END_DATE . When the Effectivity Satellite record is created, we set the START_DATE and leave the END_DATE
empty, or in our case set it to the maximal date of 9999-31-12 to signify that the relationship is will not expire - it is active, or
'open'.
Now imagine, the foreign key link in Table A changes for some reason, pointing to another record in Table B. The foreign key
column in the row changes to point to the new record, it no longer points to the old record. This gives us two items of
information: the new key and the ending of the old key, perhaps we have an order, and we want to change who placed the order.
The load will create a new EFF_SAT_A_B record. The old record now needs to be end-dated so that we do not have 2 open Link
records. Ideally, we should end-date the original link relationship inside the same transaction to avoid 2 SQL queries and possibly
de-syncing.
In any Link there are two FK columns, one will change over time and the other will remain constant. The one that does not
change is called the driving key and the one that does change is called the driven key (or secondary key).

Structure
Our effectivity satellites will contain:
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key. For an effectivity satellite, this
should be the same as the corresponding link's PK.
Driving Foreign Key (src_dfk)

The driving foreign key stores the primary key of the associated link, which will remain constant over time.
For example, in a relationship between a customer and an order, the order will always have occurred, but the customer attached
to the order may change over time if the order is amended. In this case the DFK would be the ORDER_PK (Derived from the
ORDER_ID ).
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More on driving keys is described below.
Secondary Foreign Key (src_sfk)

The secondary foreign key stores the primary key of the associated link, which is likely to change over time.
As per the example in the DFK section above, this would be the CUSTOMER_PK , derived from the CUSTOMER_ID .
Start Date (src_start_date)

The start date (along with the end date) form the effectivity satellite payload, and is metadata related to the corresponding link
table. The start date is the start date of the relationship in the link, which is being tracked by the effectivity satellite.
It is important to note than whilst this is usually the same or initialised to the same source data as the EFFECTIVE_FROM , there can
be divergence over time. The start date tracks the start date of the link, whilst EFFECTIVE_FROM tracks the date that the effectivity
satellite recorded a change in the relationship in the link.
End Date (src_end_date)

The end date also forms part of the effectivity satellite payload, and is metadata related to the corresponding link table, in the
same way the start date is.
In cases of 1-1 and 1-M (One to many) relationships, this can usually be inferred. Unfortunately, with M-M (Many to Many)
relationships, it becomes impossible to infer the end date between a pair of specific business entities, so we must explicitly define
it and track the end date separately.
Effective From (src_eff)

An effectivity date. Usually called EFFECTIVE_FROM , this column is the business effective date of a satellite record. It records that a
record is valid from a specific point in time. If the link relationship changes, then the record with the old relation should no
longer be valid, and it will no longer have the most recent EFFECTIVE_FROM value.
Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system.

Note
LOAD_DATE is the time the record is loaded into the database. EFFECTIVE_FROM is different, holding the business effectivity date of the

record (i.e. When it actually happened in the real world) and will usually hold a different value, especially if there is a batch
processing delay between when a business event happens and the record arriving in the database for load. Having both dates allows
us to ask the questions 'what did we know when' and 'what happened when' using the LOAD_DATE and EFFECTIVE_FROM date
accordingly.

Setting up effectivity satellite models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one eff_sat_customer_order .
eff_sat_customer_nation.sql
1
2
3
4

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(var('src_pk'), var('src_dfk'), var('src_sfk'),
var('src_start_date'), var('src_end_date'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model')) }}

To create an effectivity satellite model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the effectivity
satellite we are creating. dbtvault will generate an effectivity satellite using parameters provided in the next steps.
Effectivity Satellites should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
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We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your satellites using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
satellites:
materialized: incremental
tags:
- sat
sat_customer_details:
vars:
...
sat_booking_details:
vars:
...

Loading Effectivity Satellites correctly
dbtvault provides custom materialisations, designed to load effectivity satellites (among other structures) in the correct way:
• vault_insert_by_period
• vault_insert_by_rank

Adding the metadata
Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the eff_sat macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. This step is easy, as in this example we created the staging layer
ourselves. All we need to do is provide the name of stage table as a string in our metadata as follows.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3

eff_sat_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata

SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. Using our knowledge of what columns we need in our
eff_sat_customer_nation table, we can identify columns in our staging layer which map to them:

1. The primary key of the parent link table, which is a hashed natural key. The CUSTOMER_NATION_PK we created earlier in the
staging section will be used for eff_sat_customer_nation .
2. The CUSTOMER_PK column. This will be our driving key.
3. The NATION_PK column. This will be our secondary key.
4. A START_DATE column. This should be initialised to the same value as the EFFECTIVE_FROM column.
5. An END_DATE column. This should be initialised to the maximal date ( 9999-31-12 ), to signify an open link record (i.e. An active
relationship)
6. An EFFECTIVE_FROM column, also added in staging.
7. A load date timestamp, which is present in the staging layer as LOAD_DATE .
8. A SOURCE column.
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We can now add this metadata to the dbt_project.yml :
dbt_project.yml
eff_sat_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_dfk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_sfk: 'NATION_PK'
src_start_date: 'START_DATE'
src_end_date: 'END_DATE'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our eff_sat_customer_nation effectivity satellite.
dbt run -m +eff_sat_customer_nation

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_NATION_PK

CUSTOMER_PK

NATION_PK

START_DATE

END_DATE

EFFECTIVE_FROM

3C5984...

B8C37E...

79CBA1...

1993-01-01

9999-31-12

1993-01-01

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

D8CB1F...

FED333...

8FAA77...

1993-01-01

9999-31-12

1993-01-01

Last update: 2021-06-07
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2.8 Multi Active Satellites (MAS)
Multi Active Satellites (MAS) contain point-in-time payload data related to their parent hub or link records that allow for multiple
records to be valid at the same time. Some example use cases could be when customers have multiple active phone numbers or
addresses.
In order to accommodate for multiple records of the same entity at a point-in-time, one or more Child Dependent Keys will be
included in the Primary Key.
STRUCTURE

Our multi active satellite structures will contain:
Primary Key (src_pk)

A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key. For a multi active satellite, this
should be the same as the corresponding link or hub PK, concatenated with the load timestamp.
Child Dependent Key(s) (src_cdk)

The child dependent keys are a subset of the payload (below) that helps with identifying the different valid records for each
entity inside the multi active satellite. For example, a customer could have different valid phone number valid at the same time.
The phone number attribute will be selected as a child dependent key that helps the natural key keep records unique and
identifiable. If the customer has only one phone number, but multiple extensions associated with that phone number, then both
the phone number, and the extension attribute will be considered a child dependent key.
Hashdiff (src_hashdiff)

This is a concatenation of the payload (below) and the primary key. This allows us to detect changes in a record (much like a
checksum). For example, if a customer changes their name, the hashdiff will change as a result of the payload changing.
Payload (src_payload)

The payload consists of concrete data for an entity (e.g. A customer). This could be a name, a phone number, a date of birth,
nationality, age, gender or more. The payload will contain some or all of the concrete data for an entity, depending on the
purpose of the satellite.
Effective From (src_eff)

An effectivity date. Usually called EFFECTIVE_FROM , this column is the business effective date of a multi active satellite record. It
records that a record is valid from a specific point in time. If a customer changes their name, then the record with their 'old'
name should no longer be valid, and it will no longer have the most recent EFFECTIVE_FROM value.
Load date (src_ldts)

A load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record first gets loaded into the database.
Record Source (src_source)

The source for the record. This can be a code which is assigned to a source name in an external lookup table, or a string directly
naming the source system.

Note
LOAD_DATE is the time the record is loaded into the database. EFFECTIVE_FROM is different, holding the business effectivity date of the

record (i.e. When it actually happened in the real world) and will usually hold a different value, especially if there is a batch
processing delay between when a business event happens and the record arriving in the database for load. Having both dates allows
us to ask the questions 'what did we know when' and 'what happened when' using the LOAD_DATE and EFFECTIVE_FROM date
accordingly.
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Setting up MAS models
Create a new dbt model as before. We'll call this one ma_sat_customer_details .
ma_sat_customer_details.sql
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.ma_sat(var('src_pk'), var('src_cdk'), var('src_hashdiff'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model'))
}}

To create a MAS model, we simply copy and paste the above template into a model named after the MAS we are creating.
dbtvault will generate a MAS using parameters provided in the next steps.
MAS should use the incremental materialization, as we load and add new records to the existing data set.
We recommend setting the incremental materialization on all of your MAS using the dbt_project.yml file:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

models:
my_dbtvault_project:
multi_active_satellites:
materialized: incremental # See tip below
tags:
- ma_sat
ma_sat_customer_details:
vars:
...
...

Loading Multi Active Satellites correctly
dbtvault provides custom materialisations, designed to load structures which contain deltas (such as multi active satellites, among
other structures) in the correct way:
• vault_insert_by_period
• vault_insert_by_rank

Read more about incremental models

Adding the metadata
Let's look at the metadata we need to provide to the ma_sat macro.
SOURCE MODEL

The first piece of metadata we need is the source model. This step is easy, as in this example we created the staging layer
ourselves. All we need to do is provide the name of stage table as a string in our metadata as follows.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3

ma_sat_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'

Tip
See our metadata reference for more ways to provide metadata
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SOURCE COLUMNS

Next, we define the columns which we would like to bring from the source. Using our knowledge of what columns we need in our
ma_sat_customer_details table, we can identify columns in our staging layer which map to them:

1. The primary key of the parent hub or link table, which is a hashed natural key. The CUSTOMER_PK we created earlier in the
staging section will be used for sat_customer_details .
2. The child dependent key, CUSTOMER_PHONE , that is part of the payload inside the raw staging layer.
3. A hashdiff. We created HASHDIFF in staging earlier, which we will use here.
4. Some payload columns: CUSTOMER_NAME , CUSTOMER_PHONE which should be present in the raw staging layer via an stage macro call.
5. An EFFECTIVE_FROM column, also added in staging.
6. A load date timestamp, which is present in the staging layer as LOAD_DATE .
7. A SOURCE column.
We can now add this metadata to the dbt_project :
dbt_project.yml
ma_sat_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_cdk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PHONE'
src_payload:
- 'CUSTOMER_NAME'
src_hashdiff: 'HASHDIFF'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Running dbt
With our model complete and our YAML written, we can run dbt to create our ma_sat_customer_details multi active satellite.
dbt run -m +ma_sat_customer_details

And our table will look like this:
CUSTOMER_PK

HASHDIFF

CUSTOMER_NAME

CUSTOMER_PHONE

EFFECTIVE_FROM

LOAD_DATE

B8C37E...

3C5984...

Alice

17-214-233-1214

1993-01-01

1993-01-01

B8C37E...

A11VT9...

Alice

17-214-233-1224

1993-01-01

1993-01-01

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FED333...

7YT890...

Dom

17-214-233-1217

1993-01-01

1993-01-01

FED333...

D8CB1F...

Dom

17-214-233-1227

1993-01-01

1993-01-01

Last update: 2021-06-10
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3. Worked example
3.1 Getting Started
In this section we demonstrate dbtvault by example. We guide you through developing a Data Vault 2.0 Data Warehouse based on
the Snowflake TPC-H dataset, step-by-step using pre-written dbt models using dbtvault macros.
This demonstration was developed to give users a further understanding of how dbt and dbtvault could be used to build a Data
Vault using an actual data set.
For a more detailed guide on how to use the provided macros create your own Data Vault using dbtvault, with a simplified
example, take a look at our walk-through guide.
We will:
• setup a dbt project.
• examine and profile the TPCH dataset to explore how we can map it to the Data Vault architecture.
• create a raw staging layer.
• process the raw staging layer.
• create a Data Vault with hubs, links, satellites and transactional links using dbtvault and pre-written models.

3.1.1 Pre-requisites
These pre-requisites are separate from those found on the getting started page and will be the only necessary requirements you
will need to get started with the example project.
1. Some prior knowledge of Data Vault 2.0 architecture. Have a look at How can I get up to speed on Data Vault 2.0?
2. A Snowflake trial account. Sign up for a free 30-day trial here
3. A Python 3.x installation.

Warning
We suggest a trial account so that you have full privileges and assurance that the demo is isolated from any production warehouses.
Whilst there is no risk that the demo affects any unrelated data outside of the scope of this project, you will incur compute costs. You
may use a corporate account or existing personal account at your own risk.

Note
We have provided a complete requirements.txt to install with pip install -r requirements.txt as a quick way of getting your Python
environment set up. This file includes dbt and comes with the download in the next section.

3.1.2 Performance
Please be aware that table structures are simulated from the TPC-H dataset. The TPC-H dataset is a static view of data.
Only a subset of the data contains dates which allow us to simulate daily feeds. The v_stg_orders orders view is filtered by date,
unfortunately the v_stg_inventory view cannot be filtered by date, so it ends up being a feed of the entire contents of the view
each cycle.
This means that inventory related hubs, links and satellites are populated once during the initial load cycle with everything and
later cycles insert 0 new records in their left outer joins.
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3.1.2 Performance

As the dataset increases in size, e.g. if you run with a larger TPC-H dataset (100, 1000 etc.) then be aware you are processing the
entire inventory dataset each cycle, which results in unrepresentative load cycle times.
We have minimised the impact of this by adding a join in the raw inventory table on the raw orders table to ensure only inventory
items which are included in orders are loaded into the raw staging layer. The outcome is the same, but it significantly optimises
the loading process and thereby reduces load time.

Last update: 2021-01-27
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3.2 Project setup
3.2.1 Download the demonstration project
Assuming you already have a python environment installed, the next step is to download the latest demonstration project from
the repository.
Using the button below, find the latest release and download the zip file, listed under assets.

View Downloads
Once downloaded, unzip the project.

3.2.2 Installing requirements
Once you have downloaded the project, install all the requirements from the provided requirements.txt file. First make sure the
requirements.txt file is in your current working directory, then run:
pip install -r requirements.txt

This will install dbt and all of its dependencies, ready for development with dbt.

3.2.3 Install dbtvault
Next, we need to install dbtvault. dbtvault has already been added to the packages.yml file provided with the example project, so
all you need to do is run the following command:
dbt deps

3.2.4 Setting up dbtvault with Snowflake
In the provided dbt project file ( dbt_project.yml ) the profile is named snowflake-demo . In your dbt profiles, you must create a
connection with this name and provide the snowflake account details so that dbt can connect to your Snowflake databases.
dbt provides their own documentation on how to configure profiles, so we suggest reading that here.
A sample profile configuration is provided below which will get you started:
profile.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

snowflake-demo:
target: dev
outputs:
dev:
type: snowflake
account: <bu77777.eu-west-1>
user: <myusername>
password: <mypassword>
role: <SYSADMIN>
database: DV_PROTOTYPE_DB
warehouse: DV_PROTOTYPE_WH
schema: DEMO
threads: 4
client_session_keep_alive: False

Replace everything in this configuration marked with <> with your own Snowflake account details.
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Key points:
• You must also create a DV_PROTOTYPE_DB database and DV_PROTOTYPE_WH warehouse.
• Your DV_PROTOTYPE_WH warehouse should be X-Small in size and have a 5 minute auto-suspend, as we will not be coming close
to the limits of what Snowflake can process.
• The role can be anything as long as it has full rights to the above schema and database, so we suggest the default SYSADMIN .
• We have set threads to 4 here. This setting dictates how many models are processed in parallel. In our experience, 4 is a
reasonable amount and the full system is created in a reasonable time-frame, however, you may run with as many threads as
required.
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3.2.5 The project file
The dbt_project.yml file is used to tag and configure groups of models and set global variables for the project.
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

name: dbtvault_snowflake_demo
profile: dbtvault_snowflake_demo
version: '5.0.0'
require-dbt-version: ['>=0.18.0', '<0.19.0']
config-version: 2
analysis-paths:
- analysis
clean-targets:
- target
data-paths:
- data
macro-paths:
- macros
source-paths:
- models
test-paths:
- tests
target-path: target
vars:
load_date: '1992-01-08'
tpch_size: 10 #1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000
models:
dbtvault_snowflake_demo:
raw_stage:
tags:
- 'raw'
materialized: view
stage:
tags:
- 'stage'
enabled: true
materialized: view
raw_vault:
tags:
- 'raw_vault'
materialized: incremental
hubs:
tags:
- 'hub'
links:
tags:
- 'link'
sats:
tags:
- 'satellite'
t_links:
tags:
- 't_link'

GLOBAL VARS

Before the models section of the file, we have vars that will be globally scoped to all resources in the project.
load_date

To simulate day-feeds, we use a variable we have named load_date which is used in the RAW models to load for a specific date.
This is described in more detail in the Profiling TPC-H section.
tpch_size

The default TPCH dataset size used by the demo project is 10, which means the volume of data is in the 10s of millions of rows.
This can be modified by changing the tpch_size variable. This can be one of 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 .
More details on these sizes can be found here.
MODELS

In the models section we are providing tags for each sub-folder of the models folder, and specifying appropriate materialisations
for each type of vault structure.
We have also specified that they are all enabled, as well as their materialization. Many of these attributes can also be provided in
the files themselves.
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METADATA

Metadata for each structure is provided in each file, for example:
hub_customer.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_orders" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_nk = "CUSTOMERKEY" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATE" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Take a look at our metadata reference for a full reference and recommendations for providing metadata.

Last update: 2021-01-27
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3.3 Profiling TPC-H
We are using the TPC-H benchmarking dataset provided by Snowflake to demonstrate dbtvault and showcase the Data Vault
architecture running on Snowflake.
The data comes in 4 different sizes, we will be using the smallest in this guide, TPCH_SF10 which contains 60 million rows in its
largest table.
Our aim is to simulate day-feeds into the Data Vault to demonstrate the loading process in a production environment. Before we
begin, the data needs to be profiled to identify patterns in the data that could be used to help build the Data Vault and create an
accurate simulation.
The below diagram describes the TPC-H system.
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(source: TPC Benchmark H Standard Specification)

Date fields
There are a total of four date fields in the data set.
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Three of these are found in the LINEITEM table:
• SHIPDATE
• COMMITDATE
• RECEIPTDATE
And one in the ORDERS table:
• ORDERDATE
Through querying the data, we discovered that the dates behave as expected and appear in chronological order the majority of
the time: ORDERDATE , SHIPDATE , RECEIPTDATE , COMMITDATE , with COMMITDATE occasionally going against this pattern.
This pattern allows us to simulate a system feed over multiple days, but we need to know the range of dates for the simulation to
be accurate. We queried the data to find the maximum and minimum ORDERDATE and work out the difference between them. We
found the dates spanned around 6.59 years, or 2405 days.

Relationships
Working out relationships between tables and fields is a key step in mapping an existing system to Data Vault, as it ensures an
accurate model of the system is built.
ORDERS AND SUPPLIERS

We first looked at the relationship between orders and suppliers by doing inner joins on the LINEITEM and ORDERS table, with the
SUPPLIER table and counting the distinct suppliers for each order. We discovered that it is a one to many relationship: an order

can contain parts which are from different suppliers.
CUSTOMERS AND ORDERS

Next we looked at the relationship between customers and orders. We wanted to check whether any customers exist without
orders. We did this by doing a left outer join on the ORDERS table, with the CUSTOMER table and discovered that several customers
exist without orders.
TRANSACTIONS

To create transactional links in the demonstration project, we needed to simulate transactions, as there are no suitable or explicit
transaction records present in the dataset. There are implied transactions however, as customers place orders. To simulate a
concrete transactions, we created a raw staging layer as a view, called raw_transactions and used the following fields:
• Customer key
• Order key
• Order date
• Total price, aliased as Amount, to mean the order is paid off in full.
• Type, a generated column, using a random selection between CR or DR to mean a debit or credit to the customer.
• Transaction Date. A calculated column which is takes the order date and adds 20 days, to mean a customer paid 20 days
after their order was made.
• Transaction number. A calculated column created by concatenating the Order key, Customer key and order date and
padding the result with 0s to ensure the number is 24 digits long.
The ORDERS and CUSTOMER tables are then joined (left outer) to simulate transactions on customer orders.

Conclusions
To create a source feed simulation with the static data (shown by the logical pattern in the date fields), we can use the ORDERDATE
as a reference date. We can simulate historical data by only loading records before a particular ORDERDATE . Any records in the
history where the SHIPDATE , RECEIPTDATE and COMMITDATE are after reference ORDERDATE will be included but set to NULL to allow
us to simulate existing records being updated in a new day-feed.
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By profiling the relationships we have identified that the PARTSUPP table can more appropriately be referred to as INVENTORY ,
since it is a static relationship (there is no date involved and therefore no changes). This means that data involving the PARTSUPP ,
SUPPLIER and PARTS tables create an inventory which can be linked to the LINEITEM table.

The relationship between customers and orders tells us that customers without an order will not be loaded into the Data Vault, as
we are using the ORDERDATE for day-feed simulation.
This also means that we can simulate transactions by using the implication that a customer makes a payment on an order some
time after the order has been made.
Now that we have profiled the data, we can make more informed decisions when mapping the source system to the Data Vault
architecture.

Last update: 2020-12-15
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3.4 Creating the stage layers

We have two staging layers, as shown in the diagram above.

3.4.1 The raw staging layer
First we create a raw staging layer. This feeds in data from the source system so that we can process it more easily. In the
models/raw folder we have provided two models which set up a raw staging layer.

raw_orders
The raw_orders model feeds data from TPC-H, into a wide table containing all the orders data for a single day-feed. The day-feed
will load data from the day given in the date var.

raw_inventory
The raw_inventory model feeds the static inventory from TPC-H. As this data does not contain any dates, we do not need to do
any additional date processing or use the date var as we did for the raw orders data. The inventory consists of the PARTSUPP ,
SUPPLIER , PART and LINEITEM tables.

raw_transactions
The raw_inventory simulates transactions so that we can create transactional links. It does this by making a number of
calculations on orders made by customers and creating transaction records.
Read more

3.4.2 Building the raw staging layer
To build this layer with dbtvault, run the below command:
dbt run --models tag:raw

Running this command will run all models which have the raw tag. We have given the raw tag to the two raw staging layer
models, so this will compile and run both models.
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The dbt output should give something like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

14:18:17
14:18:17
14:18:17
14:18:17
14:18:17
14:18:19
14:18:19
14:18:20
14:18:20
14:18:20

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Concurrency: 4 threads (target='dev')
1
2
3
3
1
2

of
of
of
of
of
of

3
3
3
3
3
3

START view
START view
START view
OK created
OK created
OK created

model DEMO_RAW.raw_inventory.......................
model DEMO_RAW.raw_orders..........................
model DEMO_RAW.raw_transactions....................
view model DEMO_RAW.raw_transactions...............
view model DEMO_RAW.raw_inventory..................
view model DEMO_RAW.raw_orders.....................

[RUN]
[RUN]
[RUN]
[SUCCESS 1 in 1.49s]
[SUCCESS 1 in 1.71s]
[SUCCESS 1 in 2.06s]

Finished running 3 view models in 8.10s.

3.4.3 The 'prepared' staging layer
The tables in the raw staging layer need additional columns to prepare the data for loading to the raw vault.
Specifically, we need to add primary key hashes, hashdiffs, and any implied fixed-value columns (see the diagram at the top of the
page).
We have created a helper macro for dbtvault, to make this step easier; the stage macro, which generates derived and hashed
columns from a given raw staging table.

v_stg_orders and v_stg_inventory
The v_stg_orders and v_stg_inventory models use the raw layer's raw_orders and raw_inventory models as sources, respectively.
Both are created as views on the raw staging layer, as they are intended as transformations on the data which already exists.
Each view adds a number of primary keys, hashdiffs and additional constants for use in the raw vault.

v_stg_transactions
The v_stg_transactions model uses the raw layer's raw_transactions model as its source

Using the stage macro
By using the below template and providing the required metadata, the stage macro generates hashed columns, derived columns
and automatically selects all columns from the source table.
1
2
3
4
5

{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=derived_columns,
hashed_columns=hashed_columns,
ranked_columns=none) }}
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Let's take a look at some metadata supplied to the stage macro for the v_stg_transactions view:
v_stg_transactions.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'raw_transactions'
derived_columns:
RECORD_SOURCE: '!RAW_TRANSACTIONS'
LOAD_DATE: DATEADD(DAY, 1, TRANSACTION_DATE)
EFFECTIVE_FROM: 'TRANSACTION_DATE'
hashed_columns:
TRANSACTION_PK:
- 'CUSTOMER_ID'
- 'TRANSACTION_NUMBER'
CUSTOMER_PK: 'CUSTOMER_ID'
ORDER_PK: 'ORDER_ID'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
{% set derived_columns = metadata_dict['derived_columns'] %}
{% set hashed_columns = metadata_dict['hashed_columns'] %}
{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=derived_columns,
hashed_columns=hashed_columns,
ranked_columns=none) }}

SOURCE_MODEL

The source_model defines the raw stage raw_transactions which our staging layer will use to extract data from and prepare the
data for the raw vault.
DERIVED_COLUMNS

We can define any additional inferred, fixed value and calculated columns using the derived_columns configuration.
v_stg_transactions.sql
1
2
3
4

derived_columns:
RECORD_SOURCE: '!RAW_TRANSACTIONS'
LOAD_DATE: DATEADD(DAY, 1, TRANSACTION_DATE)
EFFECTIVE_FROM: 'TRANSACTION_DATE'

Here, we are creating three new columns, which are all metadata columns required for auditability in the raw vault.
1. RECORD_SOURCE is defined as a constant by prefixing the constant value with ! . This is syntactic sugar to inform dbtvault to treat
this value as a constant string and not a column name.
2. LOAD_DATE is defined as a calculated column using a function. Here we are synthetically creating a LOAD_DATE for the purposes
of simulating a transaction feed as described earlier in this guide.
3. EFFECTIVE_FROM is our business effective date for a given record, and it makes sense to derive this from the TRANSACTION_DATE .
HASHED_COLUMNS

Next, we define our hashed_columns .
v_stg_transactions.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6

hashed_columns:
TRANSACTION_PK:
- 'CUSTOMER_ID'
- 'TRANSACTION_NUMBER'
CUSTOMER_PK: 'CUSTOMER_ID'
ORDER_PK: 'ORDER_ID'

• We are defining TRANSACTION_PK as a new hashed column, which is formed from the concatenation of the CUSTOMER_ID and
TRANSACTION_NUMBER columns present in the raw_transactions model.

• CUSTOMER_PK and ORDER_PK are both hashed from single columns, so we provide a single string with the column name.
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In the v_stg_orders view we can also see an example of a hashdiff column, CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF :
v_stg_orders.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- 'CUSTOMERKEY'
- 'CUSTOMER_NAME'
- 'CUSTOMER_ADDRESS'
- 'CUSTOMER_PHONE'
- 'CUSTOMER_ACCBAL'
- 'CUSTOMER_MKTSEGMENT'
- 'CUSTOMER_COMMENT'

These work very similarly to multi-column hashes (like TRANSACTION_PK ) except that we provide an is_hashdiff flag with the value
true and provide the list of columns under a columns key.

Defining a hashdiff using this syntax will ensure the columns are automatically alpha-sorted, which is standard practise for
hashdiffs

Tip
For more detail on dbtvault's hashing process, why we hash, and the differences between hash keys and hashdiffs, read more.

3.4.4 Deploying the 'prepared' staging layer
To build this layer with dbtvault, run the below command:
dbt run --models +tag:stage

Running this command will run all models which have the stage tag. We have given the stage tag to the two hashed staging
layer models, so this will compile and run both models.
The dbt output should give something like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

14:19:17
14:19:17
14:19:17
14:19:17
14:19:17
14:19:19
14:19:20
14:19:20
14:19:20
14:19:20

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Concurrency: 4 threads (target='dev')
1
2
3
3
2
1

of
of
of
of
of
of

3
3
3
3
3
3

START view
START view
START view
OK created
OK created
OK created

model DEMO_STG.v_stg_inventory.....................
model DEMO_STG.v_stg_orders........................
model DEMO_STG.v_stg_transactions..................
view model DEMO_STG.v_stg_transactions.............
view model DEMO_STG.v_stg_orders...................
view model DEMO_STG.v_stg_inventory................

[RUN]
[RUN]
[RUN]
[SUCCESS 1 in 1.99s]
[SUCCESS 1 in 2.52s]
[SUCCESS 1 in 2.59s]

Finished running 3 view models in 7.98s.

Last update: 2021-01-27
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3.5 Loading the vault
We can begin loading our vault now that we have a staging layer with all the columns we require.

3.5.1 Hubs
Hubs are one of the core building blocks of a Data Vault.
In general, they consist of 4 columns, but may have more:
1. A primary/hash key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key (also known as the business
key).
2. The natural key. This is usually a formal identification for the record such as a customer ID or order number (can be multicolumn).
3. The load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the vault.
4. The source for the record, a code identifying where the data comes from.

Deploying Hubs
To compile and load the provided hub models, run the following command:
dbt run -m tag:hub

This will run all models with the hub tag.

3.5.2 Links
Links are another fundamental component in a Data Vault.
Links model an association or link, between two business keys. They commonly hold business transactions or structural
information. A link specifically contains the structural information.
Our links will contain:
1. A primary key. For links, we take the natural keys (prior to hashing) represented by the foreign key columns and create a hash
on a concatenation of them.
2. Foreign keys holding the primary key for each hub referenced in the link (2 or more depending on the number of hubs
referenced)
3. The load date or load date timestamp.
4. The source for the record

Deploying Links
To compile and load the provided link models, run the following command:
dbt run -m tag:link

This will run all models with the link tag.

3.5.3 Satellites
Satellites contain point-in-time payload data related to their parent hub or link records. Each hub or link record may have one or
more child satellite records, allowing us to record changes in the data as they happen.
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They will usually consist of the following columns:
1. A primary key (or surrogate key) which is usually a hashed representation of the natural key.
2. A hashdiff. This is a concatenation of the payload (below) and the primary key. This allows us to detect changes in a record. For
example, if a customer changes their name, the hashdiff will change as a result of the payload changing.
3. A payload. The payload consists of concrete data for an entity, i.e. a customer record. This could be a name, a date of birth,
nationality, age, gender or more. The payload will contain some or all of the concrete data for an entity, depending on the
purpose of the satellite.
4. An effectivity date. Usually called EFFECTIVE_FROM , this column is the business effective date of a satellite record. It records that
a record is valid from a specific point in time. If a customer changes their name, then the record with their 'old' name should no
longer be valid, and it will no longer have the most recent EFFECTIVE_FROM value.
5. The load date or load date timestamp. This identifies when the record was first loaded into the vault.
6. The source for the record.

Note
LOADDATE is the time the record is loaded into the database. EFFECTIVE_FROM is different and may hold a different value, especially if

there is a batch processing delay between when a business event happens and the record arriving in the database for load. Having
both dates allows us to ask the questions 'what did we know when' and 'what happened when' using the LOADDATE and EFFECTIVE_FROM
date accordingly.

Deploying Satellites
To compile and load the provided satellite models, run the following command:
dbt run -m tag:satellite

This will run all models with the satellite tag.

3.5.4 Transactional Links
Transactional Links are used to model transactions between entities in a Data Vault.
Links model an association or link, between two business keys. They commonly hold business transactions or structural
information. A transactional link specifically contains the business transactions.
Our transactional links will contain:
1. A primary key. For transactional links, we use the transaction number. If this is not already present in the dataset then we
create this by concatenating the foreign keys and hashing them.
2. Foreign keys holding the primary key for each hub referenced in the transactional link (2 or more depending on the number of
hubs referenced)
3. A payload. This will be data about the transaction itself e.g. the amount, type, date or non-hashed transaction number.
4. An EFFECTIVE_FROM date. This will usually be the date of the transaction.
5. The load date or load date timestamp.
6. The source for the record

Deploying transactional links
To compile and load the provided t_link models, run the following command:
dbt run -m tag:t_link

This will run all models with the t_link tag.
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3.5.5 Loading the full system
Each of the commands above load a particular type of table, however, we may want to do a full system load.
To do this, run the command below:
dbt run --full-refresh

This will run all models in the project.

3.5.6 Loading the next day-feed
Now that we have loaded all records for the date 1992-01-08 , we can increment the date to load the next day.
Return to the dbt_project.yml file and change the date to 1992-01-09 :
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

vars:
load_date: '1992-01-08'
tpch_size: 10 #1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000
models:
dbtvault_snowflake_demo:
...

And run:
dbt run

This will load the next day-feed into the system.

3.5.7 Next steps
Now that you have a taste for how dbtvault and Data Vault works, you may be itching to implement Data Vault in a production
system.
There are a range of skills you need to learn, but this is the same for all Data Warehouse architectures.
We understand that it's a daunting process, but not to worry!
We can shortcut your adoption process with Data Vault training, coaching and advice so that you can develop a practical Data
Vault demonstration to impress your stakeholders.

Find out more

Last update: 2021-01-27
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4. Migration Guides

4. Migration Guides
4.1 Migrating from v0.5 to v0.6
The release of dbtvault v0.6 has brought in a number of major changes:
• Staging has been significantly improved, as we have introduced the new stage macro.
• hub and link macros have been refactored to allow for multi-date and intra-day loading.
• The source variable used by table macros in the
dbt_project.yml file has previously caused some confusion. This variable has been renamed to source_model and must be

used in all models. See below for more details. A big thank you to @balmasi for this suggestion.

4.1.1 Staging
With this update we've finally completed our move from writing metadata in-model, to writing metadata in-YAML instead. The
new stage macro entirely replaces the functionality of the old staging macros. It is no longer necessary to call a combination of
multi-hash , add_columns and from in a staging model.

Previously, your staging model looked like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

{{- config(materialized='view', schema='my_schema', enabled=true, tags=['staging']) -}}
{%- set source_table = source('raw_sources', 'customer_bookings')

-%}

{{ dbtvault.multi_hash([('CUSTOMER_ID', 'CUSTOMER_PK'),
(['CUSTOMER_ID', 'CUSTOMER_NAME', 'CUSTOMER_DOB'],
'CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF', true),
(['CUSTOMER_ID', 'NATIONALITY', 'PHONE'],
'CUSTOMER_DETAILS_HASHDIFF', true)])

-}},

{{ dbtvault.add_columns(source_table,
[('!STG_CUSTOMER', 'SOURCE'),
('BOOKING_DATE', 'EFFECTIVE_FROM')])

}}

{{ dbtvault.from(source_table)

}}
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4.1.1 Staging

In v0.6, the equivalent is now this:
dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

...
models:
my_dbtvault_project:
staging:
materialized: view
schema: 'my_schema'
tags:
- 'staging'
my_staging_model:
vars:
source_model:
raw_sources: 'customer_bookings'
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
CUSTOMER_DETAILS_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATIONALITY"
- "PHONE"
derived_columns:
SOURCE: "!STG_CUSTOMER"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"

my_staging_model.sql
1
2
3
4

{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=var('include_source_columns', none),
source_model=var('source_model', none),
hashed_columns=var('hashed_columns', none),
derived_columns=var('derived_columns', none)) }}

No more unnecessary from macro, no more hard to read nested lists and no more awkward comma. With this new approach,
staging is also more modular; if you do not need to derive or hash columns then you can simply skip writing the configuration in
the YAML.
Staging has been messy for a little while, and we appreciate your patience whilst we worked on improving it! We hope that this
makes life easier.
For more details, specific use case examples and full documentation of functionality see below:

See Also
• stage
• staging tutorial

derive_columns and hash_columns
The old macros add_columns and multi_hash have been re-worked and re-named to hash_columns and derive_columns respectively.
We believe these names make much more sense. Generally, you won't need to use these macros individually (the new stage
macro uses these macros internally), but you may need to if you have specific staging needs and prefer to write your own staging
layer macros with these macros as helpers.
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4.1.2 Table Macros

4.1.2 Table Macros
source is now source_model
The variable source has been refactored to source_model which refers to the model which is the source of data for the current
model being used e.g. a hub or link. This change was made after receiving feedback that the source variable may cause
confusion. Previously the vars section of the YAML for each model in the dbt_project.yml file looked like:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

hub_customer:
vars:
source: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOADDATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

The dbt_project.yml file will now look like:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOADDATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

Note
This variable change applies to all models in the v0.6 release (not just hubs and links), please adjust all variables and variable
invocations in the dbt_project.yml and models to these changes.

4.1.3 Hubs and Links
The functionality of the hubs and links have been updated to allow for loading multiple load dates in bulk. The hub and link SQL
has also been refactored to use common table expressions (CTEs) as suggested in the Fishtown Analytics SQL style guide, to
improve code readability.
The invocation of the hub and link macros have not changed aside from the variable change stated above. The old invocations of
the macros were:
Old hub invocation
1
2

{{ dbtvault.hub(var('src_pk'), var('src_nk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source'))

1
2

{{ dbtvault.link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_ldts'),
}}
var('src_source'), var('source'))

}}

Old link invocation

The new invocation of the macros is now:
New hub invocation
1
2

{{ dbtvault.hub(var('src_pk'), var('src_nk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source_model'))

1
2

{{ dbtvault.link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source_model'))
}}

}}

New link invocation
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4.1.4 T-Links

Note
Hubs and Links are the only tables that can be loaded in bulk. Other table types (e.g. Satellites) require iteration due to the temporal
attributes, and must be loaded in order. As of dbtvault v0.7.0 We now have a new materialisation to make this easier.

4.1.4 T-Links
The t-links have not changed, other than their invocation.
Old t-link invocation
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.t_link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source'))
}}

1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.t_link(var('src_pk'), var('src_fk'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model'))
}}

New t-link invocation

4.1.5 Satellites
Satellites have gone through a minor change in v0.6.

Invocation
As with other table macros, the invocation of the macro has changed as follows:
Old satellite invocation
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.sat(var('src_pk'), var('src_hashdiff'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source'))
}}

1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.sat(var('src_pk'), var('src_hashdiff'), var('src_payload'),
var('src_eff'), var('src_ldts'), var('src_source'),
var('source_model'))
}}

New satellite invocation

Hashdiff aliasing
Satellites have been updated to allow hashdiff columns to be aliased. This is a feature which will be part of more versatile global
aliasing functionality which will allow users to set constant values for naming convention purposes.
HASHDIFF columns should be called HASHDIFF , as per Data Vault 2.0 standards. Due to the fact we have a shared staging layer for

the raw vault, we cannot have multiple columns sharing the same name. This means we have to name each of our HASHDIFF
columns differently. dbtvault aims to align as closely as possible with Data Vault 2.0 standards, and the following new feature is
one of many steps we will be making towards that goal.
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4.1.5 Satellites

Below is an example satellite YAML config from a dbt_project.yml file:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

sat_customer_details:
materialized: incremental
schema: "vlt"
tags:
- sat
vars:
source_model: "stg_customer_details_hashed"
src_pk: "CUSTOMER_PK"
src_hashdiff:
source_column: "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF"
alias: "HASHDIFF"
src_payload:
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
- "CUSTOMER_PHONE"
src_eff: "EFFECTIVE_FROM"
src_ldts: "LOADDATE"
src_source: "SOURCE"

The highlighted lines show the syntax required to alias a column named CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF (present in the
stg_customer_details_hashed staging layer) as HASHDIFF .

Last update: 2020-11-24
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4.2 Migrating from v0.4 to v0.5

4.2 Migrating from v0.4 to v0.5
With the release of v0.5, we moved the metadata into variables held in in the dbt_project.yml file. Your old metadata would have
looked something like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

{{- config(materialized='incremental', schema='vlt', enabled=true, tags='hubs')

-}}

{%- set source = [ref('v_stg_orders')]

-%}

{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set

src_pk = 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk = 'CUSTOMER_ID'
src_ldts = 'LOADDATE'
src_source = 'SOURCE'

-%}
-%}
-%}
-%}

{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set

tgt_pk = source
tgt_nk = source
tgt_ldts = source
tgt_source = source

-%}
-%}
-%}
-%}

{{ dbtvault.hub_template(src_pk, src_nk, src_ldts, src_source,
tgt_pk, tgt_nk, tgt_ldts, tgt_source,
source)

}}

With v0.5, several things have changed:
• The metadata is now specified in the dbt_project.yml file. Below is how to structure this metadata in the dbt_project.yml
file.
• You can no longer specify target column mappings, your target table columns will be derived from your source table
metadata.
The metadata is structured as follows in the dbt_project.yml file:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

hub_customer:
vars:
source: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOADDATE'
src_source: 'SOURCE'

The new example hub_customer.sql would then look like:
1
2
3
4

{{- config(materialized='incremental', schema='MYSCHEMA', tags='hub') -}}
{{ dbtvault.hub(var('src_pk'), var('src_nk'), var('src_ldts'),
var('src_source'), var('source'))

}}

Last update: 2020-09-25
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5. Metadata Reference

5. Metadata Reference
dbtvault is metadata driven. On this page, we provide an overview of how to provide and store that data.
For further detail about how to use the macros in this section, see table templates.

5.0.1 Approaches
This page will describe just one way of providing metadata to the macros. There are many ways to do it, and it comes down to
user and organisation preference.

Note
The macros do not care how the metadata parameters get provided, as long as they are of the correct type. Parameter data types
definitions are available on the macros page.
All examples in the following sections will produce the same hub structure, the only difference is how the metadata is
provided.

It is worth noting that with larger projects, metadata management gets increasingly harder and can become unwieldy. See the
problem with metadata for a more detailed discussion.
We can reduce the impact of this problem by providing the metadata for a given model, in the model itself. This approach does
have the drawback that the creation of models is significantly less copy-and-paste, but the metadata management improvements
are usually worth it.

dbt_project.yml

Warning
Not recommend or possible from dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3 onwards. This section will be removed from our documentation in
due course, but is retained for now.

We no longer recommend providing metadata in the dbt_project.yml , and in fact as of dbt v0.19.0, it has been permanently
removed. Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3, you must add config-version: 1 to your dbt_project.yml .
Read more:
• Permanent removal
• Our suggestion to dbt (closed in favour of 2401)
• dbt documentation on the change
EXAMPLE

dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

models:
hubs:
hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_web_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
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5.0.1 Approaches

Per-model - Variables
You may also provide metadata on a per-model basis. This is useful if you have a large amount of metadata, and you are quickly
cluttering your dbt_project.yml file.
EXAMPLE

hub_customer.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "stg_web_customer_hashed" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_nk = "CUSTOMER_KEY" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Per-Model - YAML strings
If you want to provide metadata inside the model itself, but find yourself disliking the format for larger collections of metadata or
certain data types (e.g. dict literals), then providing a YAML String is a good alternative to using set . This approach takes
advantage of the fromyaml() built-in jinja function provided by dbt, which is documented here.
The below example for a hub is a little excessive for the small amount of metadata provided, so there is also a stage example
provided to help better convey the difference.
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5.0.2 Staging

EXAMPLE

hub_customer.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'stg_web_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_nk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

stg_customer.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: "raw_source"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "!9999-12-31"
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATIONALITY"
- "PHONE"
derived_columns:
RECORD_SOURCE: "!STG_BOOKING"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"
ranked_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK:
partition_by: "CUSTOMER_ID"
order_by: "BOOKING_DATE"
{% endset %}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
{% set derived_columns = metadata_dict['derived_columns'] %}
{% set hashed_columns = metadata_dict['hashed_columns'] %}
{% set ranked_columns = metadata_dict['ranked_columns'] %}
{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=derived_columns,
hashed_columns=hashed_columns,
ranked_columns=ranked_columns) }}

5.0.2 Staging
Parameters
stage macro parameters
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5.0.2 Staging

Metadata
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5.0.2 Staging

Per-model - YAML strings
All components
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: "raw_source"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "!9999-12-31"
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATIONALITY"
- "PHONE"
derived_columns:
RECORD_SOURCE: "!STG_BOOKING"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"
ranked_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK:
partition_by: "CUSTOMER_ID"
order_by: "BOOKING_DATE"
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
{% set derived_columns = metadata_dict['derived_columns'] %}
{% set hashed_columns = metadata_dict['hashed_columns'] %}
{% set ranked_columns = metadata_dict['ranked_columns'] %}
{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=derived_columns,
hashed_columns=hashed_columns,
ranked_columns=ranked_columns) }}

Only Source (ref style)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: "raw_source"
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=none,
hashed_columns=none,
ranked_columns=none) }}

Only Source (source style)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model:
raw_source_name: "source_table_name"
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
derived_columns=none,
hashed_columns=none,
ranked_columns=none) }}

Only hashing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: "raw_source"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_DOB"
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "!9999-12-31"
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "NATIONALITY"
- "PHONE"
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{% set source_model = metadata_dict['source_model'] %}
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5.0.3 Hubs

5.0.3 Hubs
Parameters
hub macro parameters
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5.0.3 Hubs

Metadata
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5.0.3 Hubs

Per-model - YAML strings
Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'stg_web_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_nk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Multi Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model:
- 'stg_web_customer_hashed'
- 'stg_crm_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_nk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Composite NK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk:
- 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
- 'CUSTOMER_DOB'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_nk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}
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5.0.4 Links

Per-Model - Variables
Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "stg_customer_hashed" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_nk = "CUSTOMER_KEY" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Multi Source
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = ["stg_web_customer_hashed", "stg_crm_customer_hashed"] -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_nk = "CUSTOMER_KEY" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Composite NK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "stg_customer_hashed" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_nk = ["CUSTOMER_KEY", "CUSTOMER_DOB"] -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

hub_customer:
vars:
source_model:
- 'stg_web_customer_hashed'
- 'stg_crm_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk: 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

hub_customer:
vars:
source_model: 'stg_customer_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_nk:
- 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
- 'CUSTOMER_DOB'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

Multi Source

Composite NK

5.0.4 Links
Parameters
link macro parameters
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5.0.4 Links

Metadata
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5.0.4 Links

Per-model - YAML strings
Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
- 'NATION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.link(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_fk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_source"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Multi Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model:
- 'v_stg_orders'
- 'v_stg_transactions'
src_pk: 'LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_KEY'
- 'NATION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.link(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_fk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_source"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Per-Model - Variables
Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_orders" -%}
src_pk = "LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK" -%}
src_fk = ["CUSTOMER_PK", "NATION_PK"] -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.link(src_pk=src_pk, src_fk=src_fk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Multi Source
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = ["v_stg_orders", "v_stg_transactions"] -%}
src_pk = "LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK" -%}
src_fk = ["CUSTOMER_PK", "NATION_PK"] -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.link(src_pk=src_pk, src_fk=src_fk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}
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5.0.5 Transactional links

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

Single Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

link_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'NATION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

Multi Source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

link_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model:
- 'v_stg_orders'
- 'v_stg_transactions'
src_pk: 'LINK_CUSTOMER_NATION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'NATION_PK'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

5.0.5 Transactional links
(also known as non-historised links)

Parameters
t_link macro parameters
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5.0.6 Satellites

Metadata
Per-model - YAML strings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_transactions'
src_pk: 'TRANSACTION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'ORDER_PK'
src_payload:
- 'TRANSACTION_NUMBER'
- 'TRANSACTION_DATE'
- 'TYPE'
- 'AMOUNT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.t_link(src_pk=metadata_dict["src_pk"],
src_fk=metadata_dict["src_nk"],
src_payload=metadata_dict["src_payload"],
src_eff=metadata_dict["src_eff"],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_source"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Per-Model - Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

{%{%{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_transactions" -%}
src_pk = "TRANSACTION_PK" -%}
src_fk = ["CUSTOMER_PK", "ORDER_PK"] -%}
src_payload = ["TRANSACTION_NUMBER", "TRANSACTION_DATE", "TYPE", "AMOUNT"] -%}
src_eff = "EFFECTIVE_FROM" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.t_link(src_pk=src_pk, src_fk=src_fk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_payload=src_payload, src_eff=src_eff,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

t_link_transactions:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_transactions'
src_pk: 'TRANSACTION_PK'
src_fk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'ORDER_PK'
src_payload:
- 'TRANSACTION_NUMBER'
- 'TRANSACTION_DATE'
- 'TYPE'
- 'AMOUNT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

5.0.6 Satellites
Parameters
sat macro parameters
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5.0.6 Satellites

Metadata
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5.0.6 Satellites

Per-model - YAML strings
Standard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff: 'CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF'
src_payload:
- 'NAME'
- 'ADDRESS'
- 'PHONE'
- 'ACCBAL'
- 'MKTSEGMENT'
- 'COMMENT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.sat(src_pk=metadata_dict['src_pk'],
src_hashdiff=metadata_dict['src_hashdiff'],
src_payload=metadata_dict['src_payload'],
src_eff=metadata_dict['src_eff'],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_source"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}

Hashdiff Aliasing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff:
source_column: "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF"
alias: "HASHDIFF"
src_payload:
- 'NAME'
- 'ADDRESS'
- 'PHONE'
- 'ACCBAL'
- 'MKTSEGMENT'
- 'COMMENT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.sat(src_pk=metadata_dict['src_pk'],
src_hashdiff=metadata_dict['src_hashdiff'],
src_payload=metadata_dict['src_payload'],
src_eff=metadata_dict['src_eff'],
src_ldts=metadata_dict["src_ldts"],
src_source=metadata_dict["src_source"],
source_model=metadata_dict["source_model"]) }}
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5.0.6 Satellites

Per-Model - Variables
Standard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

{%{%{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_orders" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_hashdiff = "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF" -%}
src_payload = ["NAME", "ADDRESS", "PHONE", "ACCBAL", "MKTSEGMENT", "COMMENT"] -%}
src_eff = "EFFECTIVE_FROM" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_hashdiff=src_hashdiff,
src_payload=src_payload, src_eff=src_eff,
src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

Hashdiff Aliasing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

{%{%{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_orders" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_hashdiff = {'source_column': "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF", 'alias': "HASHDIFF"} -%}
src_payload = ["NAME", "ADDRESS", "PHONE", "ACCBAL", "MKTSEGMENT", "COMMENT"] -%}
src_eff = "EFFECTIVE_FROM" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_hashdiff=src_hashdiff,
src_payload=src_payload, src_eff=src_eff,
src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

Standard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

sat_order_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff: 'CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF'
src_payload:
- 'NAME'
- 'ADDRESS'
- 'PHONE'
- 'ACCBAL'
- 'MKTSEGMENT'
- 'COMMENT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

Hashdiff Aliasing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

sat_order_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff:
source_column: "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF"
alias: "HASHDIFF"
src_payload:
- 'NAME'
- 'ADDRESS'
- 'PHONE'
- 'ACCBAL'
- 'MKTSEGMENT'
- 'COMMENT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

Hashdiff aliasing allows you to set an alias for the HASHDIFF column. Read more
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5.0.7 Effectivity Satellites

5.0.7 Effectivity Satellites
Parameters
eff_sat macro parameters

Metadata
Per-model - YAML strings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_order_customer'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK'
src_dfk:
- 'ORDER_PK'
src_sfk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_start_date: 'START_DATE'
src_end_date: 'END_DATE'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=metadata_dict['src_pk'],
src_dfk=metadata_dict['src_dfk'],
src_sfk=metadata_dict['src_sfk'],
src_start_date=metadata_dict['src_start_date'],
src_end_date=metadata_dict['src_end_date'],
src_eff=metadata_dict['src_eff'],
src_ldts=metadata_dict['src_ldts'],
src_source=metadata_dict['src_source'],
source_model=metadata_dict['source_model']) }}

Per-Model - Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

{%{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_orders" -%}
src_pk = "TRANSACTION_PK" -%}
src_dfk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_sfk = "NATION_PK" -%}
src_start_date = "START_DATE" -%}
src_end_date = "END_DATE" -%}

{%- set src_eff = "EFFECTIVE_FROM" -%}
{%- set src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
{%- set src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}
{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

eff_sat_customer_nation:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_order_customer'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK'
src_dfk:
- 'ORDER_PK'
src_sfk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_start_date: 'START_DATE'
src_end_date: 'END_DATE'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

5.0.8 Multi Active Satellites (MAS)
Parameters
ma_sat macro parameters
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5.0.9 Point-in-Time Tables (PITs)

Metadata
Per-model - YAML strings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_cdk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PHONE'
src_payload:
- 'CUSTOMER_NAME'
src_hashdiff: 'HASHDIFF'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}
{% set metadata_dict = fromyaml(yaml_metadata) %}
{{ dbtvault.ma_sat(src_pk=metadata_dict['src_pk'],
src_cdk=metadata_dict['src_cdk'],
src_payload=metadata_dict['src_payload'],
src_hashdiff=metadata_dict['src_hashdiff'],
src_eff=metadata_dict['src_eff'],
src_ldts=metadata_dict['src_ldts'],
src_source=metadata_dict['src_source'],
source_model=metadata_dict['source_model']) }}

Per-Model - Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

{%{%{%{%{%{%{%{%-

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

source_model = "v_stg_customer" -%}
src_pk = "CUSTOMER_PK" -%}
src_cdk = ["CUSTOMER_PHONE", "EXTENSION"] -%}
src_hashdiff = "HASHDIFF" -%}
src_payload = ["CUSTOMER_NAME"] -%}
src_eff = "EFFECTIVE_FROM" -%}
src_ldts = "LOAD_DATETIME" -%}
src_source = "RECORD_SOURCE" -%}

{{ dbtvault.ma_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_cdk=src_cdk, src_hashdiff=src_hashdiff,
src_payload=src_payload, src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1, Prior to dbt v0.19.0 and dbtvault v0.7.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ma_sat_customer_details:
vars:
source_model: 'v_stg_orders'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_cdk:
- 'CUSTOMER_PHONE'
src_payload:
- 'CUSTOMER_NAME'
src_hashdiff: 'HASHDIFF'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'

5.0.9 Point-in-Time Tables (PITs)
Parameters
pit macro parameters
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5.0.10 Bridge tables

Metadata
dbt_project.yml
yaml
PIT_CUSTOMER:
vars:
source_model: HUB_CUSTOMER
src_pk: CUSTOMER_PK
as_of_date_table: AS_OF_DATE
satellites:
- SAT_CUSTOMER_DETAILS
-pk
'PK': 'CUSTOMER_PK'
-ldts
'LDTS': 'LOAD_DATE'
- SAT_CUSTOMER_LOGIN
-pk
'PK': 'CUSTOMER_PK'
-ldts
'LDTS': 'LOAD_DATE'
- SAT_CUSTOMER_PROFILE
-pk
'PK': 'CUSTOMER_PK'
-ldts
'LDTS': 'LOAD_DATE'
stage_tables:
'STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS': 'LOAD_DATE',
'STG_CUSTOMER_LOGIN': 'LOAD_DATE',
'STG_CUSTOMER_PROFILE': 'LOAD_DATE'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATE'

5.0.10 Bridge tables
Parameters
bridge macro parameters
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5.0.10 Bridge tables

Metadata
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5.0.10 Bridge tables

Per-Model - Variables
=== Example bridge table with hub and two links
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: "HUB_CUSTOMER"
src_pk: "CUSTOMER_PK"
src_ldts: "LOAD_DATETIME"
as_of_dates_table: "AS_OF_DATE"
bridge_walk:
CUSTOMER_ORDER:
bridge_link_pk: "LINK_CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
bridge_start_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_STARTDATE"
bridge_end_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_ENDDATE"
bridge_load_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_LOADDATE"
link_table: "LINK_CUSTOMER_ORDER"
link_pk: "CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
link_fk1: "CUSTOMER_FK"
link_fk2: "ORDER_FK"
eff_sat_table: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER"
eff_sat_pk: "CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
eff_sat_end_date: "END_DATE"
eff_sat_load_date: "LOAD_DATETIME"
ORDER_PRODUCT:
bridge_link_pk: "LINK_ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
bridge_start_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_STARTDATE"
bridge_end_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_ENDDATE"
bridge_load_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_LOADDATE"
link_table: "LINK_ORDER_PRODUCT"
link_pk: "ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
link_fk1: "ORDER_FK"
link_fk2: "PRODUCT_FK"
eff_sat_table: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT"
eff_sat_pk: "ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
eff_sat_end_date: "END_DATE"
eff_sat_load_date: "LOAD_DATETIME"
stage_tables_ldts:
STG_CUSTOMER_ORDER: "LOAD_DATETIME"
STG_ORDER_PRODUCT: "LOAD_DATETIME"
{%- endset -%}
{{ dbtvault.bridge({src_pk}, {as_of_dates_table}, {bridge_walk},
{source_model}, {stage_tables}, {src_ldts}) }}
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5.0.11 The problem with metadata

dbt_project.yml

Only available with dbt config-version: 1

=== Example bridge table with hub and two links
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

bridge_customer_order:
vars:
source_model: "HUB_CUSTOMER"
src_pk: "CUSTOMER_PK"
src_ldts: "LOAD_DATETIME"
as_of_dates_table: "AS_OF_DATE"
bridge_walk:
CUSTOMER_ORDER:
bridge_link_pk: "LINK_CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
bridge_start_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_STARTDATE"
bridge_end_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_ENDDATE"
bridge_load_date: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER_LOADDATE"
link_table: "LINK_CUSTOMER_ORDER"
link_pk: "CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
link_fk1: "CUSTOMER_FK"
link_fk2: "ORDER_FK"
eff_sat_table: "EFF_SAT_CUSTOMER_ORDER"
eff_sat_pk: "CUSTOMER_ORDER_PK"
eff_sat_end_date: "END_DATE"
eff_sat_load_date: "LOAD_DATETIME"
ORDER_PRODUCT:
bridge_link_pk: "LINK_ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
bridge_start_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_STARTDATE"
bridge_end_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_ENDDATE"
bridge_load_date: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT_LOADDATE"
link_table: "LINK_ORDER_PRODUCT"
link_pk: "ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
link_fk1: "ORDER_FK"
link_fk2: "PRODUCT_FK"
eff_sat_table: "EFF_SAT_ORDER_PRODUCT"
eff_sat_pk: "ORDER_PRODUCT_PK"
eff_sat_end_date: "END_DATE"
eff_sat_load_date: "LOAD_DATETIME"
stage_tables_ldts:
STG_CUSTOMER_ORDER: "LOAD_DATETIME"
STG_ORDER_PRODUCT: "LOAD_DATETIME"

5.0.11 The problem with metadata
When metadata gets stored in the dbt_project.yml , you can probably foresee the file getting very large for bigger projects. If
your metadata gets defined and stored in each model, it becomes harder to generate and develop with, but it can be easier to
manage. Model-level metadata alleviates the issue, but will not completely solve it.
Whichever approach gets chosen, metadata storage and retrieval is difficult without a dedicated tool. To help manage large
amounts of metadata, we recommend the use of external corporate tools such as WhereScape, Matillion, or Erwin Data Modeller.
In the future, dbt will likely support better ways to manage metadata at this level, to put off the need for a tool a little longer.
Discussions are already ongoing, and we hope to be able to advise on better ways to manage metadata in the future.

Last update: 2021-06-10
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6. Macros

6. Macros
6.1 Global usage notes
6.1.1 source_model syntax
dbt itself supports references to data via the ref() function for models, and the source() function for dbt sources.
dbtvault provides the means for specifying sources for Data Vault structures with a source_model argument.
This behaves differently for the stage macro, which supports either style, shown below:
REF STYLE
1
2

stg_customer:
source_model: 'raw_customer'

SOURCE STYLE

stage configuration
1
2
3

stg_customer:
source_model:
tpch_sample: 'LINEITEM'

source definition (schema.yml)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

version: 2
sources:
- name: tpch_sample
database: SNOWFLAKE_SAMPLE_DATA
schema: TPCH_SF10
tables:
- name: LINEITEM
- name: CUSTOMER
- name: ORDERS
- name: PARTSUPP
- name: SUPPLIER
- name: PART
- name: NATION
- name: REGION

The mapping provided for the source style, is in the form source_name: table_name which mimics the syntax for the source()
macro.
For all other structures (hub, link, satellite, etc.) the source_model argument must be a string to denote a single staging source,
or a list of strings to denote multiple staging sources, which must be names of models (minus the .sql ).

6.2 Table templates
(macros/tables)

These macros are the core of the package and can be called in your models to build the different types of tables needed for your
Data Vault.

6.2.1 hub
(view source)
Generates SQL to build a hub table using the provided parameters.
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6.2.1 hub

Usage
1
2

{{ dbtvault.hub(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

List[String]/String



src_nk

Source natural key column

List[String]/String



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

List[String]/String



source_model

Staging model name

List[String]/String



Tip
Read the tutorial for more details

Example Metadata
See examples
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6.2.1 hub

Example Output
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6.2.1 hub

Snowflake
Single-Source (Base Load)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.CUSTOMER_ID, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_1 AS a
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Single-Source (Subsequent Loads)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.CUSTOMER_ID, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_1 AS a
LEFT JOIN DBTVAULT.TEST.hub AS d
ON a.CUSTOMER_PK = d.CUSTOMER_PK
WHERE d.CUSTOMER_PK IS NULL
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Multi-Source (Base Load)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
row_rank_2 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE_2
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
stage_union AS (
SELECT * FROM row_rank_1
UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM row_rank_2
),
row_rank_union AS (
SELECT *,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE ASC
) AS row_rank_number
FROM stage_union
WHERE CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL
QUALIFY row_rank_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.CUSTOMER_ID, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_union AS a
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Multi-Source (Subsequent Loads)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
row_rank_2 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_ID, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
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6.2.2 link

6.2.2 link
(view source)
Generates sql to build a link table using the provided parameters.

Usage
1
2

{{ dbtvault.link(src_pk=src_pk, src_fk=src_fk, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

List[String]/String



src_fk

Source foreign key column(s)

List[String]



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

List[String]/String



source_model

Staging model name

List[String]/String



Tip
Read the tutorial for more details

Example Metadata
See examples
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6.2.2 link

Example Output
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6.2.2 link

Snowflake
Single-Source (Base Load)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, ORDER_FK, BOOKING_FK, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.ORDER_FK, a.BOOKING_FK, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_1 AS a
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Single-Source (Subsequent Loads)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, ORDER_FK, BOOKING_FK, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.ORDER_FK, a.BOOKING_FK, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_1 AS a
LEFT JOIN DBTVAULT.TEST.link AS d
ON a.CUSTOMER_PK = d.CUSTOMER_PK
WHERE d.CUSTOMER_PK IS NULL
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Multi-Source (Base Load)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, ORDER_FK, BOOKING_FK, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
row_rank_2 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, ORDER_FK, BOOKING_FK, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE_2
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),
stage_union AS (
SELECT * FROM row_rank_1
UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM row_rank_2
),
row_rank_union AS (
SELECT *,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE ASC
) AS row_rank_number
FROM stage_union
WHERE ORDER_FK IS NOT NULL
AND BOOKING_FK IS NOT NULL
QUALIFY row_rank_number = 1
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.ORDER_FK, a.BOOKING_FK, a.LOAD_DATE, a.RECORD_SOURCE
FROM row_rank_union AS a
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Multi-Source (Subsequent Loads)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

WITH row_rank_1 AS (
SELECT CUSTOMER_PK, ORDER_FK, BOOKING_FK, LOAD_DATE, RECORD_SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(
PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK
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ORDER BY LOAD_DATE ASC
) AS row_number
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
QUALIFY row_number = 1
),

-
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6.2.3 t_link

6.2.3 t_link
(view source)
Generates sql to build a transactional link table using the provided parameters.

Usage
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.t_link(src_pk=src_pk, src_fk=src_fk, src_payload=src_payload,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

List[String]/String



src_fk

Source foreign key column(s)

List[String]



src_payload

Source payload column(s)

List[String]



src_eff

Source effective from column

String



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

String



source_model

Staging model name

String



Tip
Read the tutorial for more details

Example Metadata
See examples
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6.2.4 sat

Example Output
Snowflake
Base Load
WITH stage AS (
SELECT TRANSACTION_PK, CUSTOMER_FK, TRANSACTION_NUMBER, TRANSACTION_DATE, TYPE, AMOUNT, EFFECTIVE_FROM, LOAD_DATE, SOURCE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT DISTINCT stg.TRANSACTION_PK, stg.CUSTOMER_FK, stg.TRANSACTION_NUMBER, stg.TRANSACTION_DATE, stg.TYPE, stg.AMOUNT, stg.EFFECTIVE_FROM,
stg.LOAD_DATE, stg.SOURCE
FROM stage AS stg
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Subsequent Loads
WITH stage AS (
SELECT TRANSACTION_PK, CUSTOMER_FK, TRANSACTION_NUMBER, TRANSACTION_DATE, TYPE, AMOUNT, EFFECTIVE_FROM, LOAD_DATE, SOURCE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.raw_stage_hashed
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT DISTINCT stg.TRANSACTION_PK, stg.CUSTOMER_FK, stg.TRANSACTION_NUMBER, stg.TRANSACTION_DATE, stg.TYPE, stg.AMOUNT, stg.EFFECTIVE_FROM,
stg.LOAD_DATE, stg.SOURCE
FROM stage AS stg
LEFT JOIN DBTVAULT.TEST.t_link AS tgt
ON stg.TRANSACTION_PK = tgt.TRANSACTION_PK
WHERE tgt.TRANSACTION_PK IS NULL
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

6.2.4 sat
(view source)
Generates sql to build a satellite table using the provided parameters.

Usage
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_hashdiff=src_hashdiff, src_payload=src_payload,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

String



src_hashdiff

Source hashdiff column

String



src_payload

Source payload column(s)

List[String]



src_eff

Source effective from column

String



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

String



source_model

Staging model name

String



Tip
Read the tutorial for more details
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6.2.5 eff_sat

Example Metadata
See examples

Example Output
Snowflake
Base Load
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

WITH source_data AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_NAME, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE, a.CUSTOMER_DOB, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATE, a.SOURCE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE AS a
WHERE CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT DISTINCT e.CUSTOMER_PK, e.HASHDIFF, e.CUSTOMER_NAME, e.CUSTOMER_PHONE, e.CUSTOMER_DOB, e.EFFECTIVE_FROM, e.LOAD_DATE, e.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS e
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Subsequent Loads
```sql WITH source_data AS ( SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_NAME, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE,
a.CUSTOMER_DOB, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATE, a.SOURCE FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE AS a WHERE
CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL ),
update_records AS ( SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_NAME, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE,
a.CUSTOMER_DOB, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATE, a.SOURCE FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.SATELLITE as a JOIN source_data
as b ON a.CUSTOMER_PK = b.CUSTOMER_PK ),
latest_records AS ( SELECT c.CUSTOMER_PK, c.HASHDIFF, c.LOAD_DATE, RANK() OVER ( PARTITION BY c.CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY c.LOAD_DATE DESC ) AS rank FROM update_records as c QUALIFY rank = 1 ),
records_to_insert AS ( SELECT DISTINCT e.CUSTOMER_PK, e.HASHDIFF, e.CUSTOMER_NAME, e.CUSTOMER_PHONE,
e.CUSTOMER_DOB, e.EFFECTIVE_FROM, e.LOAD_DATE, e.SOURCE FROM source_data AS e LEFT JOIN latest_records ON
latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK = e.CUSTOMER_PK WHERE latest_records.HASHDIFF != e.HASHDIFF OR
latest_records.HASHDIFF IS NULL )
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

```

Hashdiff Aliasing
If you have multiple satellites using a single stage as its data source, then you will need to use hashdiff aliasing

6.2.5 eff_sat
(view source)
Generates sql to build an effectivity satellite table using the provided parameters.

Usage
1
2
3
4

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}
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6.2.5 eff_sat

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

String



src_dfk

Source driving foreign key column

List[String]/String



src_sfk

Source secondary foreign key column

List[String]/String



src_start_date

Source start date column

String



src_end_date

Source end date column

String



src_eff

Source effective from column

String



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

String



source_model

Staging model name

String



Tip
Read the tutorial for more details

Example Metadata
See examples
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6.2.5 eff_sat

Example Output
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6.2.5 eff_sat

Snowflake
Base Load
```sql WITH source_data AS ( SELECT a.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, a.ORDER_PK, a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.START_DATE,
a.END_DATE, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATETIME, a.SOURCE FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.STG_ORDER_CUSTOMER AS a
WHERE a.ORDER_PK IS NOT NULL AND a.CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL

),
1
2
3

records_to_insert AS (
SELECT i.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, i.ORDER_PK, i.CUSTOMER_PK, i.START_DATE, i.END_DATE, i.EFFECTIVE_FROM, i.LOAD_DATETIME, i.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS i

1
2

SELECT * FROM records_to_insert
```

)

With auto end-dating (Subsequent)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

WITH source_data AS (
SELECT a.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, a.ORDER_PK, a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.START_DATE, a.END_DATE, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATETIME, a.SOURCE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.STG_ORDER_CUSTOMER AS a
WHERE a.ORDER_PK IS NOT NULL
AND a.CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL
),
latest_records AS (
SELECT b.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, b.ORDER_PK, b.CUSTOMER_PK, b.START_DATE, b.END_DATE, b.EFFECTIVE_FROM, b.LOAD_DATETIME, b.SOURCE,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER (
PARTITION BY b.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY b.LOAD_DATETIME DESC
) AS row_num
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.EFF_SAT_ORDER_CUSTOMER AS b
QUALIFY row_num = 1
),
latest_open AS (
SELECT c.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, c.ORDER_PK, c.CUSTOMER_PK, c.START_DATE, c.END_DATE, c.EFFECTIVE_FROM, c.LOAD_DATETIME, c.SOURCE
FROM latest_records AS c
WHERE TO_DATE(c.END_DATE) = TO_DATE('9999-12-31')
),
latest_closed AS (
SELECT d.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, d.ORDER_PK, d.CUSTOMER_PK, d.START_DATE, d.END_DATE, d.EFFECTIVE_FROM, d.LOAD_DATETIME, d.SOURCE
FROM latest_records AS d
WHERE TO_DATE(d.END_DATE) != TO_DATE('9999-12-31')
),
new_open_records AS (
SELECT DISTINCT
f.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK, f.ORDER_PK, f.CUSTOMER_PK, f.START_DATE, f.END_DATE, f.EFFECTIVE_FROM, f.LOAD_DATETIME, f.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS f
LEFT JOIN latest_records AS lr
ON f.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK = lr.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK
WHERE lr.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK IS NULL
),
new_reopened_records AS (
SELECT DISTINCT
lc.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK,
lc.ORDER_PK, lc.CUSTOMER_PK,
lc.START_DATE AS START_DATE,
g.END_DATE AS END_DATE,
g.EFFECTIVE_FROM AS EFFECTIVE_FROM,
g.LOAD_DATETIME,
g.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS g
INNER JOIN latest_closed lc
ON g.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK = lc.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK
),
new_closed_records AS (
SELECT DISTINCT
lo.ORDER_CUSTOMER_PK,
lo.ORDER_PK, lo.CUSTOMER_PK,
lo.START_DATE AS START_DATE,
h.EFFECTIVE_FROM AS END_DATE,
h.EFFECTIVE_FROM AS EFFECTIVE_FROM,
h.LOAD_DATETIME,
lo.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS h
INNER JOIN latest_open AS lo
ON lo.ORDER_PK = h.ORDER_PK
WHERE (lo.CUSTOMER_PK <> h.CUSTOMER_PK)
),
records_to_insert
SELECT * FROM
UNION
SELECT * FROM
UNION
SELECT * FROM
)

AS (
new_open_records
new_reopened_records
new_closed_records
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6.2.6 ma_sat

Auto end-dating
Auto end-dating is enabled by providing a config option as below:
{{ config(
is_auto_end_dating=true
) }}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

This will enable 3 extra CTEs in the Effectivity Satellite SQL generated by the macro. Examples of this SQL are in the Example
Output section above. The result of this will be additional effectivity records with end dates included, which will aid business
logic and creation of presentation layer structures downstream.
In most cases where Effectivity Satellites are recording 1-1 or 1-M relationships, this feature can be safely enabled. In situations
where a M-M relationship is being modelled/recorded, it becomes impossible to infer end dates. This feature is disabled by
default because it could be considered an application of a business rule: The definition of the 'end' of a relationship is considered
business logic which should happen in the business vault.
Read the Effectivity Satellite tutorial for more information.

Warning
We have implemented the auto end-dating feature to cover most use cases and scenarios, but caution should be exercised if you are
unsure.

6.2.6 ma_sat
(view source)
Generates SQL to build a multi-active satellite table (MAS).

Usage
1
2
3

{{ dbtvault.ma_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_cdk=src_cdk, src_hashdiff=src_hashdiff,
src_payload=src_payload, src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts,
src_source=src_source, source_model=source_model) }}

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

src_pk

Source primary key column

String



src_cdk

Source child dependent key(s) column(s)

List[String]



src_hashdiff

Source hashdiff column

String



src_payload

Source payload column(s)

List[String]



src_eff

Source effective from column

String



src_ldts

Source load date timestamp column

String



src_source

Name of the column containing the source ID

String



source_model

Staging model name

String
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6.2.6 ma_sat

Tip
Read the tutorial for more details

Example Metadata
See examples
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6.2.6 ma_sat

Example Output
Snowflake
Base Load
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

WITH source_data AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_NAME, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATE, a.SOURCE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE AS a
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT stage.CUSTOMER_PK, stage.HASHDIFF, stage.CUSTOMER_PHONE, stage.CUSTOMER_NAME, stage.EFFECTIVE_FROM, stage.LOAD_DATE, stage.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS stage
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert

Subsequent Loads
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

WITH source_data AS (
SELECT a.CUSTOMER_PK, a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE, a.CUSTOMER_NAME, a.EFFECTIVE_FROM, a.LOAD_DATE, a.SOURCE
,COUNT(DISTINCT a.HASHDIFF, a.CUSTOMER_PHONE )
OVER (PARTITION BY a.CUSTOMER_PK) AS source_count
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MY_STAGE AS a
WHERE a.CUSTOMER_PK IS NOT NULL
AND a.CUSTOMER_PHONE IS NOT NULL
),
latest_records AS (
SELECT *, COUNT(DISTINCT latest_selection.HASHDIFF, latest_selection.CUSTOMER_PHONE )
OVER (PARTITION BY latest_selection.CUSTOMER_PK) AS target_count
FROM (
SELECT target_records.CUSTOMER_PHONE, target_records.CUSTOMER_PK, target_records.HASHDIFF, target_records.LOAD_DATE
,RANK() OVER (PARTITION BY target_records.CUSTOMER_PK
ORDER BY target_records.LOAD_DATE DESC) AS rank_value
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.MULTI_ACTIVE_SATELLITE AS target_records
INNER JOIN
(SELECT DISTINCT source_pks.CUSTOMER_PK
FROM source_data AS source_pks) AS source_records
ON target_records.CUSTOMER_PK = source_records.CUSTOMER_PK
QUALIFY rank_value = 1
) AS latest_selection
),
matching_records AS (
SELECT stage.CUSTOMER_PK
,COUNT(DISTINCT stage.HASHDIFF, stage.CUSTOMER_PHONE) AS match_count
FROM source_data AS stage
INNER JOIN latest_records
ON stage.CUSTOMER_PK = latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK
AND stage.HASHDIFF = latest_records.HASHDIFF
AND stage.CUSTOMER_PHONE = latest_records.CUSTOMER_PHONE
GROUP BY stage.CUSTOMER_PK
),
satellite_update AS (
SELECT DISTINCT stage.CUSTOMER_PK
FROM source_data AS stage
INNER JOIN latest_records
ON latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK = stage.CUSTOMER_PK
LEFT OUTER JOIN matching_records
ON matching_records.CUSTOMER_PK = latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK
WHERE (stage.source_count != latest_records.target_count
OR COALESCE(matching_records.match_count, 0) != latest_records.target_count)
),
satellite_insert AS (
SELECT DISTINCT stage.CUSTOMER_PK
FROM source_data AS stage
LEFT OUTER JOIN latest_records
ON stage.CUSTOMER_PK = latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK
WHERE latest_records.CUSTOMER_PK IS NULL
),
records_to_insert AS (
SELECT stage.CUSTOMER_PK, stage.HASHDIFF, stage.CUSTOMER_PHONE, stage.CUSTOMER_NAME, stage.EFFECTIVE_FROM, stage.LOAD_DATE, stage.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS stage
INNER JOIN satellite_update
ON satellite_update.CUSTOMER_PK = stage.CUSTOMER_PK
UNION
SELECT stage.CUSTOMER_PK, stage.HASHDIFF, stage.CUSTOMER_PHONE, stage.CUSTOMER_NAME, stage.EFFECTIVE_FROM, stage.LOAD_DATE, stage.SOURCE
FROM source_data AS stage
INNER JOIN satellite_insert
ON satellite_insert.CUSTOMER_PK = stage.CUSTOMER_PK
)
SELECT * FROM records_to_insert
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6.3 Staging Macros
(macros/staging)

These macros are intended for use in the staging layer.

6.3.1 stage
(view source)
Generates sql to build a staging area using the provided parameters.
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Usage
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6.3.1 stage

Input
1
2
3
4
5

{{ dbtvault.stage(include_source_columns=true,
source_model=source_model,
hashed_columns=hashed_columns,
derived_columns=derived_columns,
ranked_columns=ranked_columns) }}
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Example Output (Snowflake)
All variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

WITH source_data AS (
SELECT
BOOKING_FK,
ORDER_FK,
CUSTOMER_PK,
CUSTOMER_ID,
LOAD_DATE,
RECORD_SOURCE,
CUSTOMER_DOB,
CUSTOMER_NAME,
NATIONALITY,
PHONE,
TEST_COLUMN_2,
TEST_COLUMN_3,
TEST_COLUMN_4,
TEST_COLUMN_5,
TEST_COLUMN_6,
TEST_COLUMN_7,
TEST_COLUMN_8,
TEST_COLUMN_9,
BOOKING_DATE
FROM DBTVAULT.TEST.my_raw_stage
),
derived_columns AS (
SELECT
BOOKING_FK,
ORDER_FK,
CUSTOMER_PK,
CUSTOMER_ID,
LOAD_DATE,
RECORD_SOURCE,
CUSTOMER_DOB,
CUSTOMER_NAME,
NATIONALITY,
PHONE,
TEST_COLUMN_2,
TEST_COLUMN_3,
TEST_COLUMN_4,
TEST_COLUMN_5,
TEST_COLUMN_6,
TEST_COLUMN_7,
TEST_COLUMN_8,
TEST_COLUMN_9,
BOOKING_DATE,
'STG_BOOKING' AS SOURCE,
BOOKING_DATE AS EFFECTIVE_FROM
FROM source_data
),
hashed_columns AS (
SELECT
BOOKING_FK,
ORDER_FK,
CUSTOMER_ID,
LOAD_DATE,
RECORD_SOURCE,
CUSTOMER_DOB,
CUSTOMER_NAME,
NATIONALITY,
PHONE,
TEST_COLUMN_2,
TEST_COLUMN_3,
TEST_COLUMN_4,
TEST_COLUMN_5,
TEST_COLUMN_6,
TEST_COLUMN_7,
TEST_COLUMN_8,
TEST_COLUMN_9,
BOOKING_DATE,
SOURCE,
EFFECTIVE_FROM,
CAST((MD5_BINARY(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''))) AS BINARY(16)) AS CUSTOMER_PK,
CAST(MD5_BINARY(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_DOB AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_NAME AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
)) AS BINARY(16)) AS CUST_CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF,
CAST(MD5_BINARY(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(NATIONALITY AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(PHONE AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
)) AS BINARY(16)) AS CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF
FROM derived_columns
),
columns_to_select AS (
SELECT
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Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Default

Required?

include_source_columns

If true, select all columns in the

Boolean

true



source_model

source_model

Staging model name

Mapping

N/A



derived_columns

Mappings of constants to their source

Mapping

none



Mapping

none



Mapping

none



columns
hashed_columns

Mappings of hashes to their component
columns

ranked_columns

Mappings of ranked columns names to
their order by and partition by columns

Example Metadata
See examples

6.3.2 stage macro configurations
The stage macro supports some helper syntax and functionality to make your life easier when staging. These are documented in
this section.

Column scoping
The hashed column configuration in the stage macro may refer to columns which have been newly created in the derived column
configuration. This allows hashes to be created using values generated by the user via the derived column configuration.
For example:
Snowflake
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
CUSTOMER_DOB_UK: "TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY')"
SOURCE: "!RAW_CUSTOMER"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"
hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: "CUSTOMER_ID"
HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "CUSTOMER_DOB_UK"
- "CUSTOMER_PHONE"

Here, we create a new derived column called CUSTOMER_DOB_UK which formats the CUSTOMER_DOB column (contained in our source)
to use the UK date format, using a function. We then use the new CUSTOMER_DOB_UK as a component of the HASHDIFF column in our
hashed_columns configuration.

For the ranked_columns configuration, the derived and hashed columns are in scope, in the same way as above for the
hashed_columns configuration.

Overriding column names
It is possible to re-use column names present in the source, for derived and hashed columns. This is useful if you wish to
replace the value of a source column with a new value. For example, if you wish to cast a value:
1
2
3

source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
CUSTOMER_DOB: "TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY')"
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The above snippet, which includes a derived_columns configuration, will re-format the date in the CUSTOMER_DOB column, and alias
it to CUSTOMER_DOB , effectively replacing the value present in that column in this staging layer.
There should not be a common need for this functionality, and it is advisable to keep the old column value around for auditability
purposes, however this could be useful in some scenarios.

Exclude Flag (Hashed Columns)
A flag can be provided for hashdiff columns which will invert the selection of columns provided in the list of columns.
The snippets below demonstrate the use of an exclude_columns flag. This will inform dbtvault to exclude the columns listed under
the columns key, instead of using them to create the hashdiff. You may also omit the columns key to hash every column.
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EXAMPLES:

Columns provided
Columns in source model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TRANSACTION_NUMBER
CUSTOMER_DOB
PHONE_NUMBER
BOOKING_FK
ORDER_FK
CUSTOMER_PK
LOAD_DATE
RECORD_SOURCE

hashed_columns configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: CUSTOMER_ID
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
exclude_columns: true
columns:
- BOOKING_FK
- ORDER_FK
- CUSTOMER_PK
- LOAD_DATE
- RECORD_SOURCE

Equivalent hashed_columns configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: CUSTOMER_ID
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- TRANSACTION_NUMBER
- CUSTOMER_DOB
- PHONE_NUMBER

Columns not provided
Columns in source model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TRANSACTION_NUMBER
CUSTOMER_DOB
PHONE_NUMBER
BOOKING_FK
ORDER_FK
CUSTOMER_PK
LOAD_DATE
RECORD_SOURCE

1
2
3
4
5

hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: CUSTOMER_ID
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
exclude_columns: true

hashed_columns configuration

Equivalent hashed_columns configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

hashed_columns:
CUSTOMER_PK: CUSTOMER_ID
CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF:
is_hashdiff: true
columns:
- TRANSACTION_NUMBER
- CUSTOMER_DOB
- PHONE_NUMBER
- BOOKING_FK
- ORDER_FK
- CUSTOMER_PK
- LOAD_DATE
- RECORD_SOURCE

This is extremely useful when a hashdiff composed of many columns needs to be generated, and you do not wish to individually
provide all the columns.
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Warning
Care should be taken if using this feature on dynamic data sources. If you expect columns in the data source to change for any
reason, it will become hard to predict what columns are used to generate the hashdiff. If your component columns change, then your
hashdiff output will also change and it will cause unpredictable results.

Functions (Derived Columns)
Snowflake
source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
CUSTOMER_DOB_UK: "TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY')"
SOURCE: "!RAW_CUSTOMER"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"

1
2
3
4
5

In the above example we can see the use of a function to convert the date format of the CUSTOMER_DOB to create a new column
CUSTOMER_DOB_UK . Functions are incredibly useful for calculating values for new columns in derived column configurations.

In the highlighted derived column configuration in the snippet above, the generated SQL would be the following:
SELECT TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY') AS CUSTOMER_DOB_UK

1

Please ensure that your function has valid SQL syntax on your platform, for use in this context.

Constants (Derived Columns)
source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
CUSTOMER_DOB_UK: "TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY')"
RECORD_SOURCE: "!RAW_CUSTOMER"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"

1
2
3
4
5

In the above example we define a constant value for our new SOURCE column. We do this by prefixing our string with an
exclamation mark: ! . This is syntactic sugar provided by dbtvault to avoid having to escape quotes and other characters.
As an example, in the highlighted derived column configuration in the snippet above, the generated SQL would look like the
following:
SELECT
TO_VARCHAR(CUSTOMER_DOB::date, 'DD-MM-YYYY') AS CUSTOMER_DOB_UK,
'RAW_CUSTOMER' AS RECORD_SOURCE,
BOOKING_DATE AS EFFECTIVE_FROM

1
2
3
4

And the data would look like:
CUSTOMER_DOB_UK

RECORD_SOURCE

EFFECTIVE_FROM

09-06-1994

RAW_CUSTOMER

01-01-2021

.

RAW_CUSTOMER

.

.

RAW_CUSTOMER

.

02-01-1986

RAW_CUSTOMER

07-03-2021
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Composite columns (Derived Columns)
source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
CUSTOMER_NK:
- "CUSTOMER_ID"
- "CUSTOMER_NAME"
- "!DEV"
SOURCE: "!RAW_CUSTOMER"
EFFECTIVE_FROM: "BOOKING_DATE"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

You can create new columns, given a list of columns to extract values from, using derived columns.
Given the following values in the above example:
• CUSTOMER_ID = 0011
• CUSTOMER_NAME = Alex
Then a new column, CUSTOMER_NK , would contain 0011||Alex||DEV . The values get joined in the order provided, using a double pipe
|| . Currently, this || join string has been hard-coded, but in future it will be user-configurable.

The values provided in the list can use any of the previously described syntax (including functions and constants) to generate
new values, as the concatenation happens in pure SQL, as follows:
1
2

SELECT CONCAT_WS('||', CUSTOMER_ID, CUSTOMER_NAME, 'DEV') AS CUSTOMER_NK
FROM MY_DB.MY_SCHEMA.MY_TABLE

Defining Ranked columns
To make it easier to use the vault_insert_by_rank materialisation, the ranked_columns configuration allows you to define ranked
columns to generate, as follows:
Single item parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

source_model: "MY_STAGE"
ranked_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK:
partition_by: "CUSTOMER_PK"
order_by: "LOAD_DATETIME"
SAT_BOOKING_RANK:
partition_by: "BOOKING_PK"
order_by: "LOAD_DATETIME"

Multi-item parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

source_model: 'MY_STAGE'
ranked_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK:
partition_by:
- 'CUSTOMER_PK'
- 'CUSTOMER_REF'
order_by:
- 'RECORD_SOURCE'
- 'LOAD_DATETIME'
SAT_BOOKING_RANK:
partition_by: 'BOOKING_PK'
order_by: 'LOAD_DATETIME'

This will create columns like so:
Single item parameters
1
2

RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK ORDER BY LOAD_DATETIME) AS DBTVAULT_RANK,
RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY BOOKING_PK ORDER BY LOAD_DATETIME) AS SAT_BOOKING_RANK

1
2

RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK, CUSTOMER_REF ORDER BY RECORD_SOURCE, LOAD_DATETIME) AS DBTVAULT_RANK,
RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY BOOKING_PK ORDER BY LOAD_DATETIME) AS SAT_BOOKING_RANK

Multi-item parameters
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6.3.3 hash_columns
(view source)

Note
This is a helper macro used within the stage macro, but can be used independently.

Generates SQL to create hash keys for a provided mapping of columns names to the list of columns to hash.

6.3.4 derive_columns
(view source)

Note
This is a helper macro used within the stage macro, but can be used independently.

Generates SQL to create columns based off of the values of other columns, provided as a mapping from column name to column
value.

6.3.5 ranked_columns
(view source)

Note
This is a helper macro used within the stage macro, but can be used independently.

Generates SQL to create columns using the RANK() window function.

6.4 Supporting Macros
(macros/supporting)

Supporting macros are helper functions for use in models. It should not be necessary to call these macros directly, however they
are used extensively in the table templates and may be used for your own purposes if you wish.

6.4.1 hash
(view source)

Warning
This macro should not be used for cryptographic purposes.
The intended use is for creating checksum-like values only, so that we may compare records accurately.
Read More
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See Also
• hash_columns
• Read Hashing best practises and why we hash for more detailed information on the purposes of this macro and what it does.
• You may choose between MD5 and SHA-256 hashing. Learn how

A macro for generating hashing SQL for columns.

Usage
Input
1
2

{{ dbtvault.hash('CUSTOMERKEY', 'CUSTOMER_PK') }},
{{ dbtvault.hash(['CUSTOMERKEY', 'PHONE', 'DOB', 'NAME'], 'HASHDIFF', true) }}

Output (Snowflake)
MD5
1
2
3
4
5

CAST(MD5_BINARY(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(DOB AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(PHONE AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
)) AS BINARY(16)) AS HASHDIFF

SHA
1
2
3
4
5

CAST(SHA2_BINARY(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(DOB AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(PHONE AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
)) AS BINARY(32)) AS HASHDIFF

Tip
The hash_columns macro can be used to simplify the hashing process and generate multiple hashes with one macro.

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

columns

Columns to hash on

List[String]/String



alias

The name to give the hashed column

String



is_hashdiff

Will alpha sort columns if true, default false.

Boolean



6.4.2 prefix
(view source)
A macro for quickly prefixing a list of columns with a string.

Parameters
Parameter

Description

Type

Required?

columns

A list of column names

List[String]



prefix_str

The prefix for the columns

String
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Usage
Input
1

{{ dbtvault.prefix(['CUSTOMERKEY', 'DOB', 'NAME', 'PHONE'], 'a') }} {{ dbtvault.prefix(['CUSTOMERKEY'], 'a') }}

Output
1

a.CUSTOMERKEY, a.DOB, a.NAME, a.PHONE a.CUSTOMERKEY

Note
Single columns must be provided as a 1-item list, as in the second example above.

6.5 Internal
(macros/internal)

Internal macros are used by other macros provided in this package. They process provided metadata and should not need to be
called directly.

6.6 Materialisations
(macros/materialisations)

Materialisations dictate how a model is created in the database.
dbt comes with 4 standard materialisations:
• Table
• View
• Incremental
• Ephemeral
Read more about materialisations here
For dbtvault, we have created some custom materialisations which will provide assistance Data Vault 2.0 specific use cases

6.6.1 vault_insert_by_period
(view source)
This materialisation is based on the insert_by_period materialisation developed by Fishtown Analytics for the dbt-utils package.
We have re-purposed it and provided support for Snowflake, as well as added a number of convenience features.
Features include:
• Idempotent loading
• Inference of date range to load with
• Manually configurable date range to load with
• Configurable granularity (day, month, year etc.)
The purpose of the materialisation is to insert data into a table iteratively and periodically, using a configured date range. More
detail on how this works is below.
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Usage
Manual Load range #1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{{ config(materialized='vault_insert_by_period', timestamp_field='LOAD_DATE', period='day',
start_date='2020-01-30') }}
{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

Manual Load range #2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{{ config(materialized='vault_insert_by_period', timestamp_field='LOAD_DATE', period='day',
start_date='2020-01-30', stop_date='2020-04-30') }}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{{ config(materialized='vault_insert_by_period', timestamp_field='LOAD_DATE', period='day',
start_date='2020-01-30', stop_date='2020-04-30', date_source_models=var('source_model')) }}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{{ config(materialized='vault_insert_by_period', timestamp_field='LOAD_DATE', period='day',
date_source_models=var('source_model')) }}

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

Manual Load range #3

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

Inferred Load range

{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}

Initial/Base Load vs. Incremental Load
Due to the way materialisations currently work in dbt, the model which the vault_insert_by_period materialisation is applied to,
must be run twice to complete a full load.
The first time a model with the materialisation applied is run, a BASE LOAD is executed. This loads all data for the first period in
the load date range (e.g. The first day's data). All subsequent runs of the same model will execute incremental loads for each
consecutive period.
The first period load will be repeated but no duplicates should be inserted when using dbtvault macros.
RUN OUTPUT

Examples of output for dbt runs using the eff_sat macro and this materialisation.
Initial/Base load
1
2
3
4

15:24:08
15:24:08
15:24:10
15:24:10

|
|
|
|

Concurrency: 4 threads (target='snowflake')
15:24:08 | 1 of 1 START vault_insert_by_period model TEST.EFF_SAT..... [RUN]
1 of 1 OK created vault_insert_by_period model TEST.EFF_SAT [BASE LOAD 1 in 1.78s]
15:24:10 | Finished running 1 vault_insert_by_period model in 3.99s.

Incremental load
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

15:24:16
15:24:16
15:24:17
15:24:18
15:24:18
15:24:20
15:24:20
15:24:21
15:24:22
15:24:24
15:24:24
15:24:25

|
|
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
|
|

Concurrency: 4 threads (target='snowflake')
15:24:16 | 1 of 1 START vault_insert_by_period model TEST.EFF_SAT..... [RUN]
Running for day 1 of 4 (2020-01-10) [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Ran for day 1 of 4 (2020-01-10); 0 records inserted [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Running for day 2 of 4 (2020-01-11) [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Ran for day 2 of 4 (2020-01-11); 0 records inserted [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Running for day 3 of 4 (2020-01-12) [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Ran for day 3 of 4 (2020-01-12); 2 records inserted [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Running for day 4 of 4 (2020-01-13) [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
Ran for day 4 of 4 (2020-01-13); 2 records inserted [model.dbtvault_test.EFF_SAT]
1 of 1 OK created vault_insert_by_period model TEST.EFF_SAT [INSERT 4 in 8.13s]
15:24:25 | Finished running 1 vault_insert_by_period model in 10.24s.
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Configuring the load date range
The start and finish date of the load can be configured in a number of different ways. Depending on how the materialisation is
configured, the start and end of the load will get defined differently, as shown in the table below.
Configuration

Outcome

Usage

start_date

The load will start at start_date , and the stop_date will be set to the
**current

date**.

Manual Load range #1

start_date and

The load will start at start_date , and stop at stop_date

Manual Load
range #2

stop_date

The models will be unioned together, and the minimum and maximum dates

Inferred Load

extracted from the data in the timestamp_field

range

All three config

Manually provided configuration acts as an override. The load will start at

Manual Load

options

start_date , and stop at stop_date

range #3

date_source_models

Please refer to the Usage section above to see examples.

Configuration Options
Configuration

Description

Type

Default

Required?

timestamp_field

A list of column names

List[String]

None



period

Time period to load over

String

day



start_date

The date to start the load

String (YYYY-

None

See: Configuring the

from

MM-DD)

The date to stop the load on

String (YYYY-

stop_date

load date range
None

MM-DD)
date_source_models

See: Configuring the
load date range

A list of models containing

List[String]/

the timestamp_field

String

None

See: Configuring the
load date range

Period
The period configuration option allows us to configure the granularity of the load.
The naming varies per platform, though some common examples are:
• hour
• day
• month
• year
See below for the platform-specific documentation.
• Snowflake

Automatic load range inference
Providing a list of models with the date_source_models configuration option, will automatically load all data from the source with
date or date-times between the minimum and maximum values contained in the timestamp_field column.
When using the dbtvault table template macros, date_source_models should be the same as the source_model attribute in the
macro.
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This does not necessarily have to be the case however, and it is possible to create a waterlevel-like table as follows:
waterlevel.sql
TYPE

LOAD_DATE

Start

2020-01-30

Stop

2020-04-30

Where LOAD_DATE is provided to the materialisation as the timestamp_field , and date_source_models is provided as waterlevel (the
model name).

Using the materialisation with non-dbtvault SQL
Every table template macro includes a __PERIOD_FILTER__ string in its SQL when used in conjunction with this materialisation.
At runtime, this string is replaced with SQL which applies conditions to filter the dates contained in the timestamp_field to those
specified in the load date range. If you are only using dbtvault table template macros with this materialisation, then there is no
need for any additional work.
However, If you are writing your own models and wish to use the this materialisation, then you must include a WHERE
__PERIOD_FILTER__ somewhere appropriate in your model. A CTE which selects from your source model and then includes the

placeholder, should provide best results.
See the hub source code for further understanding.

Idempotent loads
This materialisation supports idempotent loads when used with dbtvault macros. When calculating the start and stop dates of
the load, a COALESCE function is applied. This COALESCE call compares the maximum timestamp contained in the timestamp_field ,
and the provided or inferred start_date and sets the start_date to whatever is larger (more recent). This means that any
aborted loads will continue where they left off, and any duplicate loads will not have any effect (if using dbtvault macros).
If you wish support idempotent loads in your own models using this materialisation, the best approach is to use LEFT OUTER JOINS
to ensure duplicate records do not get loaded.

6.6.2 vault_insert_by_rank
(view source)
The vault_insert_by_rank custom materialisation provides the means to iteratively load raw vault structures from an arbitrary
rank column, created in the staging layer.
The RANK() window function is used to rank (using an ORDER BY clause) a row within the current 'window' of the function, which
is defined by the PARTITION BY clause.
The custom materialisation uses this value as the value to iterate over when loading; a row with rank 1 will be loaded prior to a
row with rank 2, and so on.
This materialisation can be used to correctly load temporal structures (such as satellites) where records may have millisecond
timings between them, by partitioning by the primary/hash key of a table, and ordering by the timestamp column.

Usage
1
2
3
4
5
6

{{ config(materialized='vault_insert_by_rank', rank_column='DBTVAULT_RANK', rank_source_models='MY_STAGE') }}
{{ dbtvault.eff_sat(src_pk=src_pk, src_dfk=src_dfk, src_sfk=src_sfk,
src_start_date=src_start_date, src_end_date=src_end_date,
src_eff=src_eff, src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) }}
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Configuration Options
Configuration

Description

Type

Default

Required?

rank_column

The column name containing the rank

String

None



List[String]

None



values
rank_source_models

A list of model names containing the
rank_column

Creating a rank column
A rank column can be created one of three ways:
1. Manually creating it in a model prior to the staging layer, and using this model as the stage source_model .
2. Using the ranked_columns configuration of the stage macro
1
2
3
4
5

source_model: "MY_STAGE"
ranked_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK:
partition_by: "CUSTOMER_PK"
order_by: "LOAD_DATETIME"

3. Using the derived_columns configuration of the stage macro
1
2
3

source_model: "MY_STAGE"
derived_columns:
DBTVAULT_RANK: "RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY CUSTOMER_PK ORDER BY LOAD_DATETIME)"

Note
Read more about defining ranked columns.

Which option?
• Method #2 is recommended, as it allows ranked columns to use user-defined derived or hashed columns created in the same
staging layer.
• Method #3 is similar, except it will not have hashed or derived column definitions available to it.

Check your rank
It is important that once a rank column is created, it should be sense checked for correct and expected ordering. If your ranking is
incorrect according to the business, then loading will not be executed correctly.

Last update: 2021-07-13
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7. Best Practices
We advise you follow these best practises when using dbtvault.

7.1 Single record per load period
At the current time, dbtvault will load discrete records with the same primary key (hash key) simultaneously. This means that any
deltas formed by loading these records in individual cycles get lost. For hubs and links this is not a problem, as there are no
temporal attributes, but for satellites this will cause inaccuracies in loaded data.
Until a future release solves this limitation, we advise that you use the vault_insert_by_period materialisation. This
materialisation is fully configurable and automatically iterates over period of time in a date range, to load each time period in a
separate transaction.
This materialisation can be configured to load in milliseconds to get around this limitation, however we do not advise this for
large data sets.
We are working on removing this limitation and implementing 'intra-period' loading. If you have any questions, please get in
touch.

7.2 Record source table code
We suggest you use a code for your record source. This can be anything that makes sense for your particular context, though
usually an integer or alpha-numeric value works well. The code often gets used to look up the full table name in a reference
table.
You may do this with dbtvault by providing the code as a constant in the staging layer, using the stage macro. The staging walkthrough presents this exact use-case in the code examples.
If there is already a source in the raw staging layer, you may keep this or override it using the stage macro.

7.3 NULL Handling
The handling of nulls is important in Data Vault 2.0 because as a general rule, nulls represent a lack of something, and therefore
do not mean anything to the business. This means we do not want records or keys containing nulls ending up in our raw vault.
Nulls get handled in the built-in hashing processes in dbtvault.
• Nulls get replaced with a placeholder, ^^
• If all components of a non-hashdiff (PK/HK) hashed column are NULL, then the whole key will evaluate as NULL.
• If all components of a hashdiff hashed column are NULL, then the hashdiff will be a hash of ^^ multiplied by how many
components the hashdiff comprise and separated by the concat string || . e.g.
1

^^||^^||^^ = 3C92E664B39D90428DBC94975B5DDA58

This is described in more depth below (with code examples).
dbtvault has built-in support for ensuring nulls do not get loaded into the raw vault. Null handling has been described below for
each structure:

7.3.1 Staging
All records get loaded and hashes evaluated as null according to the descriptions above and details in the hashing sections
below.
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7.3.2 Hubs
If the primary key is NULL, then the record does not get loaded.

7.3.3 Links
If the primary or ANY of the foreign keys are null, then the record does not get loaded.

7.3.4 Satellites
If the primary key is NULL, then the record does not get loaded.

7.3.5 Transactional Links
If the primary or ANY of the foreign keys are null, then the record does not get loaded.

7.3.6 Effectivity Satellites
If the driving key column(s) or secondary foreign key (sfk) column(s) are null then the record does not get loaded.

Note
There is no logic to exclude records with null PKs because the PK of an Effectivity Satellite should be all the SFK and DFK columns
(so the PK will evaluate as null if they are all null).

7.4 Hashing
See Also
• hash
• hash_columns

7.4.1 The drawbacks of using MD5
By default, dbtvault uses MD5 hashing to calculate hashes using hash and hash_columns. If your table contains more than a few
billion rows, then there is a chance of a clash: where two different values generate the same hash value (see Collision
vulnerabilities).
For this reason, it should not be used for cryptographic purposes either.
You can however, choose between MD5 and SHA-256 in dbtvault, read below, which will help with reducing the possibility of
collision in larger data sets.

Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Although we do not use hashing for the purposes of security (but rather optimisation and uniqueness) using unsalted MD5 and
SHA-256 could still pose a security risk for your organisation. If any of your presentation layer (marts) tables or views containing
any hashed PII data, an attacker may be able to brute-force the hashing to gain access to the PII. For this reason, we highly
recommend concatenating a salt to your hashed columns in the staging layer using the stage macro.
It's generally ill-advised to store this salt in the database alongside your hashed values, so we recommend injecting it as an
environment variable for dbt to access via the env_var jinja context macro.
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This salt must be a constant, as we still need to ensure that the same value produces the same hash each and every time so that
we may reliably look-up and reference hashes. The salt could be an (initially) randomly generated 128-bit string, for example,
which is then never changed and stored securely in a secrets manager.
In the future, we plan to develop a helper macro for achieving these salted hashes, to cater to this use case.

7.4.2 Why do we hash?
Data Vault uses hashing for two different purposes.

Primary Key Hashing
A hash of the primary key. This creates a surrogate key, but it is calculated consistently across the database: as it is a single
column, same data type, it supports pattern-based loading.

Hashdiffs
Used to finger-print the payload of a satellite (similar to a checksum), so that it is easier to detect if there has been a change in
the payload. This triggers the load of a new satellite record. This simplifies the SQL as otherwise we'd have to compare each
column in turn and handle nulls to see if a change had occurred.
Hashing is sensitive to column ordering. If you provide the is_hashdiff: true flag to your column specification in the stage
macro, dbtvault will automatically sort the provided columns alphabetically. Columns will be sorted by their alias.

7.4.3 How do we hash?
Our hashing approach has been designed to standardise the hashing process, and ensure hashing has been kept consistent
across a data warehouse.

Single-column hashing
When we hash single columns, we take the following approach:
1

CAST((MD5_BINARY(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(BOOKING_REF AS VARCHAR))), ''))) AS BINARY(16)) AS BOOKING_PK

Single-column hashing step by step:
1. CAST to VARCHAR First we ensure that all data gets treated the same way in the next steps by casting everything to strings
( VARCHAR ). For example, this means that the number 1001, and the string '1001' will always hash to the same value.
2. TRIM We trim whitespace from string to ensure that values with arbitrary leading or trailing whitespace will always hash to the
same value. For example 1001 and 1001 .
3. UPPER Next we eliminate problems where the casing in a string will cause a different hash value to be generated for the same
word, for example DBTVAULT and dbtvault .
4. NULLIF '' At this point we ensure that if an empty string has been provided, it will be considered NULL . This kind of problem
can arise if data gets ingested into your warehouse from semi-structured data such as JSON or CSV, where NULL values can
sometimes be encoded as empty strings.
5. MD5_BINARY At this point, we are ready to perform a hashing process on the string, having cleaned and normalised it. This will
not necessarily use MD5_BINARY if you have chosen to use SHA , in which case the SHA2_BINARY function will be used.
6. CAST AS BINARY We then store it as a BINARY datatype
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Multi-column hashing
When we hash multiple columns, we take the following approach:
Multi Column Hashing
Non-Hashdiff
1
2
3
4
5

CAST(MD5_BINARY(NULLIF(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(DOB AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'), '||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(PHONE AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
), '^^||^^||^^')) AS BINARY(16)) AS CUSTOMER_PK

1
2
3
4
5

CAST(MD5_BINARY(CONCAT_WS('||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(CUSTOMER_ID AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'),
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(DOB AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^'), '||',
IFNULL(NULLIF(UPPER(TRIM(CAST(PHONE AS VARCHAR))), ''), '^^')
)) AS BINARY(16)) AS HASHDIFF

Hashdiff

This is similar to single-column hashing aside from the use of IFNULL and CONCAT , the step-by-step process has been described
below.
1. Steps 1-4 are described in single-column hashing above and are performed on each column which comprises the multi-column
hash.
5. IFNULL if Steps 1-4 resolve in a NULL value (in the case of the empty string, or a true NULL ) then we output a double-hat
string, ^^ . This ensures that we can detect changes in columns between NULL d and non-NULL values. This is particularly
important for HASHDIFFS .
5.5. NULLIF When is_hashdiff = false and multiple columns get hashed, an extra NULLIF check gets executed. This is to ensure
that if ALL components of a composite hash key are NULL , then the whole key evaluates as NULL . When loading Hubs, for
example we do not want to load NULL records and if we evaluate the whole key as NULL , then we resolve this issue.
6. CONCAT_WS Next, we concatenate the column values using a double-pipe string, || . This ensures we have consistent
concatenation, using a string which is unlikely to be contained in the columns we are concatenating. Concatenating in this way
means that we can be more confident that a combination of columns will always generate the same hash value, particularly
where NULLS are concerned.
7. Steps 7 and 8 are identical to steps 5 and 6 described in single-column hashing.

7.4.4 Hashdiff components
As per Data Vault 2.0 Standards, HASHDIFF columns should contain the natural key (the column(s) a PK/HK is calculated from) of
the record, and the payload of the record.

Note
Prior to dbtvault v0.7.4 hashdiffs are REQUIRED to contain the natural keys of the record. In dbtvault v0.7.4, macros have been
updated to include logic to ensure the primary key is checked in addition to the hashdiff when detecting new records. It is still best
practise to include the natural keys, however.

7.4.5 Hashing best practices
Best practices for hashing include:
• Alpha sorting Hashdiff columns. As mentioned, dbtvault can do this for us, so no worries! Refer to the stage docs for details
on how to do this.
• Ensure all hub columns used to calculate a primary key hash get presented in the same order across all staging tables
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Note
Some tables may use different column names for primary key components, so you generally should not use the sorting functionality
for primary keys.

• For links, columns must be sorted by the primary key of the hub and arranged alphabetically by the hub name. The order
must also be the same as each hub.

7.4.6 Hashdiff Aliasing
HASHDIFF columns should be called HASHDIFF , as per Data Vault 2.0 standards. Due to the fact we have a shared staging layer for

the raw vault, we cannot have multiple columns sharing the same name. This means we have to name each of our HASHDIFF
columns differently.
Below is an example satellite YAML config from a satellite model:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

{%- set yaml_metadata -%}
source_model: 'stg_customer_details_hashed'
src_pk: 'CUSTOMER_PK'
src_hashdiff:
source_column: "CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF"
alias: "HASHDIFF"
src_payload:
- 'NAME'
- 'ADDRESS'
- 'PHONE'
- 'ACCBAL'
- 'MKTSEGMENT'
- 'COMMENT'
src_eff: 'EFFECTIVE_FROM'
src_ldts: 'LOAD_DATETIME'
src_source: 'RECORD_SOURCE'
{%- endset -%}

The highlighted lines show the syntax required to alias a column named CUSTOMER_HASHDIFF (present in the
stg_customer_details_hashed staging layer) as HASHDIFF .

7.4.7 Choosing a hashing algorithm in dbtvault
You may choose between MD5 and SHA-256 hashing. SHA-256 is an option for users who wish to reduce the hashing collision rates
in larger data sets.

Note
If a hashing algorithm configuration is missing or invalid, dbtvault will use MD5 by default.

Configuring the hashing algorithm which will be used by dbtvault is simple: add a global variable to your dbt_project.yml as
follows:
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dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

name: 'my_project'
version: '1'
profile: 'my_project'
source-paths: ["models"]
analysis-paths: ["analysis"]
test-paths: ["tests"]
data-paths: ["data"]
macro-paths: ["macros"]
target-path: "target"
clean-targets:
- "target"
- "dbt_modules"
models:
vars:
hash: SHA # or MD5

It is possible to configure a hashing algorithm on a model-by-model basis using the hierarchical structure of the yaml file. We
recommend you keep the hashing algorithm consistent across all tables, however, as per best practise.
Read the dbt documentation for further information on variable scoping.

Warning
Stick with your chosen algorithm unless you can afford to full-refresh, and you still have access to source data. Changing between
hashing configurations when data has already been loaded will require a full-refresh of your models in order to re-calculate all
hashes.

7.4.8 The future of hashing in dbtvault
We plan to make hashing more configurable in the future, meaning that the concatenation string ( || ), NULL string ( ^^ ) and
trimming, casing and NULL handling in general will be fully configurable.
As mentioned elsewhere in the documentation, we will also add functionality to allow hashing to be disabled entirely.
In summary, the intent behind our hashing approach is to provide a robust method of ensuring consistent hashing (same input
gives same output). Until we provide more configuration options, feel free to modify our macros for your needs, as long as you
stick to a standard that makes sense to you or your organisation. If you need advice, feel free to join our slack and ask our
developers!.

Last update: 2021-06-10
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8. Extending
8.0.1 Extending dbtvault
This page describes how write your own macros to replace existing macros provided in dbtvault.

8.0.2 adapter.dispatch
Every macro in dbtvault first calls adapter.dispatch to find platform specific implementations of the macro to execute.
Here is an example:
hub.sql
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{%- macro hub(src_pk, src_nk, src_ldts, src_source, source_model) -%}
{{- adapter.dispatch('hub', 'dbtvault')(src_pk=src_pk, src_nk=src_nk,
src_ldts=src_ldts, src_source=src_source,
source_model=source_model) -}}
{%- endmacro -%}

This snippet defines the macro namespace as 'dbtvault' , ensuring that this macro gets found in the list of macros implemented
in the dbtvault package namespace.
To override the hub macro and ensure dbt uses your own implementation of it, you simply need to provide a configuration in your
dbt_project.yml as follows:

dbt_project.yml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

name: my_dbt_project
version: 1.0.0
config-version: 2
dispatch:
- macro_namespace: dbtvault
search_order: ['my_project', 'dbtvault']

# enable override

With this configuration change, an implementation of the hub macro could be defined in your own project as follows:
my_hub_macro.sql
1
2
3
4
5

{%- macro default__hub(src_pk, src_nk, src_ldts, src_source, source_model) -%}
{%- do log("My super amazing implementation of a hub macro will be coming soon!", true) -%}
{%- endmacro -%}

...and that's it! Yay!
Please ensure you read the adapter.dispatch and dispatch config docs for more details.

Last update: 2021-07-13
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9. Roadmap
With each release we will be adding more Data Vault 2.0 table templates, helpful macros and productivity enhancements. We
hope to tailor new features to the requirements of our community, making the package the best, and most useful it can be.
We will be releasing changes incrementally, so you can reap the benefits as soon as features are developed.

Contribute to dbtvault
• Do you have some ideas? Let us know what you want added
• Want to contribute your own work? Read our contribution guidelines

9.1 Manage metadata at scale
We are developing an open-source CLI utility to generate documentation placeholders (YAML, Markdown) for the dbt docs site
generated by dbt, to assist in documenting Data Vault systems generated by dbtvault.
We also have plans to extend this tool to:
• Generate dbtvault models
• Ingest metadata generated by tools such as Erwin DM, WhereScape and more, to fill in those documentation placeholders.
Development is still ongoing, and we are continually adding more and more features. If you have any ideas, or are interested in
hearing more, contact Datavault directly via Slack or email.

9.2 Coming soon in v0.7.7
• Extended Record Tracking Satellites (XTS)
• Out of Sequence capabilities for standard satellites. Handle late-arriving records.

9.3 Coming soon in v0.8.0
These features have been planned for the next major release.
• Google BigQuery Support
• Initially Hubs and Links
• We will incrementally build up big query support in v0.8.x versions

Google BigQuery Support
We're looking to add BigQuery support in the next version. If you'd like to contribute we are happy to consider pull requests. You can
also join our slack and get involved, we have a channel specifically for it!

9.4 Future releases
In future releases, we hope to include the following:

9.4.1 Platform support
• Microsoft SQL Server
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• Amazon Redshift
• Postgres

9.4.2 Tables
• Status tracking satellites
• Point-in-Time tables (also known as PITs)
• Bridge tables
• Reference Tables
• Mart loading helpers
• And more!

9.4.3 Additional features
• Specialised Data Vault 2.0 specific custom schema tests
• Auditing
• Logging
• Global configuration options (particularly around column naming)

Last update: 2021-07-13
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10. Changelog

10. Changelog
10.1 Changelog (Stable)
All stable and notable changes to this project will be documented in this file.
The format is based on Keep a Changelog, and this project adheres to Semantic Versioning.

Note
To view documentation for a specific version, please click the 'docs | passing' badges under the specific changelog entry.

View Beta Releases

10.1.1 [v0.7.6] - 2021-07-13
docs passing
• Updated to dbt 0.20.0 and incorporated adapter.dispatch changes (#32)

10.1.2 [v0.7.5] - 2021-06-10
docs passing

New structures
• Multi-Active Satellites Read More

Bug Fixes
• Fixed a bug where an Effectivity Satellite with multiple DFKs or SDKs would incorrectly handle changes in the
corresponding link records, meaning one to many relationships were not getting handled as intended.

Improvements
• Added support for multiple order_by or partition_by columns when creating ranked columns in the stage or ranked_columns
macros.
• Performance improvement for the Satellite macro, which aims to reduce the number of records handled in the initial
selection of records from the source data.

10.1.3 [v0.7.4] - 2021-03-27
docs passing

Bug Fixes
• Fixed NULL handling bugs in Hubs, Links and Satellites (#26)
• Fixed a bug where Effectivity Satellites would incorrectly end-date (with auto-end-dating enabled) records other than the
latest, resulting in duplicate end-date records for previously end-dated records.
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10.1.4 [v0.7.3] - 2021-01-28

Improvements
• Added check for matching primary key when inserting new satellite records in the sat macro. This removes the requirement
to add the natural key to the hashdiff, but it is still recommended. Read More

Quality of Life
• Payload in Transactional (Non-Historised) links now optional
• Effective From in Satellites now optional

10.1.4 [v0.7.3] - 2021-01-28
docs passing
• Updated dbt to v0.19.0
• Updated dbt utils to 0.6.4

10.1.5 [v0.7.2] - 2021-01-26
docs passing

New
• Derived columns can now be provided lists, for creating composite column values. (#20) Docs
• The hashed_columns exclude flag in staging can now be provided without a list of columns, and dbtvault will hash
everything. Docs
• Rank Load Materialisation: Iteratively load your vault structures over a configured ranking Read More
• The stage macro now has a new ranked_columns configuration section to support the above materialisation. Read More

Improved
• Optimised Satellite SQL for larger loads (billions) seen in the wild.
• For non-hashdiff composite hashed_columns: If all components of the key are NULL, then the whole key will evaluate as
NULL. Read more
• Hashing concatenation now uses CONCAT_WS instead of CONCAT ; this is more concise.
• The stage macro has received a big overhaul, and the SQL should now be more efficient and easier to read.
• Optimised table macro SQL across to board by reducing the number of CTEs

Fixed
• Fixed multiple (minor) bugs in the stage macro (#21)
• Fixed and improved the adapter.dispatch implementation (#22)
• Fixed a bug in the vault_insert_by_period materialisation (#19)

Docs
• Added examples of different ways to provide metadata to the metadata reference
• Added a short guide on extending dbtvault
• Updated all SQL snippets to reflect changes
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10.1.6 [v0.7.1] - 2020-12-18

10.1.6 [v0.7.1] - 2020-12-18
docs passing

New
• exclude_columns flag for hashdiffs - Inverse the columns selected for creating a hashdiff to select ALL columns except
those listed in the metadata. This is very useful for large multi-column hashdiffs.

Note
See the new stage macro configurations section of the macro docs for more information on the change above.

Improved
• The stage macro now generates CTE-based SQL instead of one big block. This makes it easier to read and debug. See here
for more information on why we've moved to CTEs.
• Multi-dispatch implementation now supports a package override variable, providing a smoother experience for users
wishing to override macro implementations. Documentation will be made available in due course. See Issue #14 for more
details.
• Hashed columns now 'see' columns defined as derived columns. Allowing you to use them in your hashed column definitions.
Issue #9

Fixed
• Fixed a bug in the vault_insert_by_period materialization which caused orphaned temporary relations under specific
circumstances. Issue #18
• Stage macro conversion to CTE fixes Issue #17
• dbt_utils dependency is now explicit Issue #15

10.1.7 [v0.7.0] - 2020-09-25
docs passing

New
• Effectivity Satellites: A newly supported Data Vault 2.0 structure.
Read more
Macro Reference
• Period Load Materialisation: Iteratively load your vault structures over a configured period Read More
• dbt Docs: The built-in dbt docs site ( dbt docs serve ) now includes documentation for dbtvault*.
• dbt v0.18.0 support dbt v0.18.0 Release Notes

Info
*This is intended as quick reference and for completeness only, the online documentation is still the main reference documentation.

Improved
• All table macros now make more use of CTEs to reduce nested SQL and improve readability and debugging potential. Why
CTE's?
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10.1.8 [v0.6.2] - 2020-08-06

• All macros have had the licence header removed. This was a little messy and unnecessary.

Removed
• Support for dbt versions prior to v0.18.0 Upgrading to v0.18.0

10.1.8 [v0.6.2] - 2020-08-06
docs passing

Fixed
dbt_project.yml
config-version: 1 caused an error in any dbt version prior to 0.17.x . We only put this config in for users making use of variables

in their dbt_project.yml file.
Note: If using vars in dbt_project.yml , you still need to specify config-version: 1 in your own project's dbt_project.yml .
Guidance will be released for alternatives to model-scoped dbt_project.yml vars in the next major release of dbtvault ( 0.7.x )
Read more about the config-version setting.

10.1.9 [v0.6.1] - 2020-06-24
docs passing

Added
• dbt 0.17.0 support WARNING This comes with a caveat that you must use config-version: 1 in your dbt_project.yml
• All macros now support multiple dispatch. This update is to make way for additional platform support (BigQuery, Postgres
etc.)

Changed
• A hashdiff in the stage macro now uses is_hashdiff as a flag instead of hashdiff , this is to clarify this config option as a
boolean flag.

Improved
MACROS

• Minor macro re-factors to improve readability

Removed
MACROS

• Cast macro (supporting) - No longer used.
• Check relation (internal) - No longer used.

10.1.10 [v0.6] - 2020-05-26
docs passing
MAJOR UPDATE
We've added a whole host of interesting new features.
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10.1.11 [v0.5] - 2020-02-24

Read our v0.5 to v0.6 migration guide

Added
• Staging has now been moved to YAML format, meaning dbtvault is now entirely YAML and metadata driven. See the new
stage macro and the staging tutorial for more details.
• Renamed source metadata configuration to source_model to clear up some confusion. A big thank you to @balmasi for this
suggestion.
• HASHDIFF aliasing is now available for Satellites Read More

Upgraded
• hub and link macros have been given a makeover. They can now handle multi-day loads, meaning no more loading from
single-date views. We'll be updating the other macros soon, stay tuned!

Fixed
• Fixed NULL handling when hashing. We broke this in v0.5 (see related issue) Read more

Removed
• Deprecated macros (old table template macros)
• A handful of now unused internal macros- Documentation website from main repository (this makes the package smaller!)
New docs repo

10.1.11 [v0.5] - 2020-02-24
Added
• Metadata is now provided in the dbt_project.yml file. This means metadata can be managed in one place. Read Migrating
from v0.4 for more information.

Removed
• Target column metadata mappings are no longer required.
• Manual column mapping using triples to provide data-types and aliases (messy and bad practice).
• Removed copyright notice from generated tables (we are open source, duh!)

Fixed
• Hashing a single column which contains a NULL value now works as intended (related to: hash, multi_hash, staging).

10.1.12 [v0.4.1] - 2020-01-08
Added
• Support for dbt v0.15

10.1.13 [v0.4] - 2019-11-27
docs unknown
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10.1.14 [v0.3.3-pre] - 2019-10-31

Added
• Table Macros:
• Transactional Links

Improved
• Hashing:
• You may now choose between MD5 and SHA-256 hashing with a simple yaml configuration Learn how!

Worked example
• Transactional Links
• Added a transactional link model using a simulated transaction feed.

Documentation
• Updated macros, best practices, roadmap, and other pages to account for new features
• Updated worked example documentation
• Replaced all dbt documentation links with links to the 0.14 documentation as dbtvault is using dbt 0.14 currently (we will be
updating to 0.15 soon!)
• Minor corrections

10.1.14 [v0.3.3-pre] - 2019-10-31
Documentation
• Added full demonstration project/worked example, using snowflake.
• Minor corrections

10.1.15 [v0.3.2-pre] - 2019-10-28
Bug Fixes
• Fixed a bug where the logic for performing a base-load (loading for the first time) on a union-based hub or link was
incorrect, causing a load failure.

Documentation
• Various corrections and clarifications on the macros page.

10.1.16 [v0.3.1-pre] - 2019-10-25
Error handling
• An exception is now raised with an informative message when an incorrect source mapping is provided for a model in the
case where a source relation is also provided for a target mapping. This caused missing columns in generated SQL, and a
misleading error message from dbt.
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10.1.17 [v0.3-pre] - 2019-10-24

10.1.17 [v0.3-pre] - 2019-10-24
Improvements
• We've removed the need to specify full mappings in the tgt metadata when creating table models. Users may now provide a
table reference instead, as a shorthand way to keep the column name and date type the same as the source. The option to
provide a mapping is still available.
• The check for whether a load is a union load or not is now more reliable.

Documentation
• Updated code samples and explanations according to new functionality
• Added a best practises page
• Various clarifications added and errors fixed

10.1.18 [v0.2.4-pre] - 2019-10-17
Bug Fixes
• Fixed a bug where the target alias would be used instead of the source alias when incrementally loading a hub or link,
causing subsequent loads after the initial load, to fail.

10.1.19 [v0.2.3-pre] - 2019-10-08
Macros
• Updated hash and multi-hash
• hash now accepts a third parameter, sort which will alpha-sort provided columns when set to true.
• multi-hash updated to take advantage of the the hash functionality.

Documentation
• Updated hash and multi-hash according to new changes.

10.1.20 [v0.2.2-pre] - 2019-10-08
Documentation
• Finished Satellite page
• Added Union sections to Hub and Link pages
• Updated staging page with Satellite fields
• Renamed stg_orders_hashed back to stg_customers_hashed

10.1.21 [v0.2.1-pre] - 2019-10-07
docs unknown

Documentation
• Minor additions and corrections to documentation:
• Fixed website URL in footer
• Added contribution page to docs
• Corrected version in dbt_project.yml
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10.1.22 [v0.2-pre] - 2019-10-07

10.1.22 [v0.2-pre] - 2019-10-07
Feedback is welcome!

Improved
Read the linked documentation for more detail on how to take advantage of the new and improved features.
• Table Macros:
• All table macros now no longer require the tgt_cols parameter. This was unnecessary duplication of metadata and
removing this now makes creating tables much simpler.
• Supporting Macros:
• add_columns
• Simplified the process of adding constants.
• Can now optionally provide a dbt source to automatically retrieve all source columns without needing to type them
all manually.
• If not adding any calculated columns or constants, column pairs can be omitted, enabling you to provide the source
parameter above only.
• hash now alpha-sorts columns prior to hashing, as per best practises.
• Staging Macros:
• staging_footer renamed to from and functionality for adding constants moved to add_columns
• multi-hash
• Formatting of output now more readable
• Now alpha-sorts columns prior to hashing, as per best practises.

10.1.23 [v0.1-pre] - 2019-09 / 2019-10
Added
• Table Macros:
• Hub
• Link
• Satellite
• Supporting Macros:
• cast
• hash
• prefix
• Staging Macros:
• add_columns
• multi_hash
• staging_footer

Documentation
• Numerous changes for version 0.1 release

Last update: 2021-07-13
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10.2 Changelog (Beta)

10.2 Changelog (Beta)
All beta released for this project will be documented in this file.
The format is based on Keep a Changelog, and this project adheres to Semantic Versioning.

Warning
All releases listed here are beta releases and must be used with care. Whilst we have thoroughly tested the code, we cannot
guarantee an absence of issues.
Thank you for trying out our package, if you find any issues, please report them on our Github repo.

Note
To view documentation for a specific version, please click the 'docs | passing' badges under the specific changelog entry.

View Stable Releases

10.2.1 [v0.7.6-b1] - 2020-06-11
docs passing

Added:
• PITs Read more
• Bridges Read more

10.2.2 [v0.6-b2] - 2020-04-15
Docs no longer available

Added
• Added more documentation for effectivity satellites

Improved
• Improvements to effectivity satellites
• Link macro now has better integration with effectivity satellites

Fixed
• Fixed more macro headers (removed copyright etc.)

10.2.3 [v0.6-b1] - 2020-04-06
Docs no longer available
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10.2.3 [v0.6-b1] - 2020-04-06

Added
• Effectivity satellites: The new eff_sat macro.
• Limited documentation for effectivity satellites

Updated
• Updated required dbt version to 0.16.0

Last update: 2021-06-21
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11. Contributing

11. Contributing
11.1 Contributing new features
Please refer to our contribution guidelines over on our development repository

11.2 We'd love to hear from you
dbtvault is very much a work in progress – we’re constantly adding quality of life improvements and will be adding new table
types regularly.
Rest assured we’re working on future releases – our roadmap contains information on what’s coming.
If you spot anything you’d like to bring something to our attention, have a request for new features, have spotted an
improvement we could make, or want to tell us about an issue, then please don’t hesitate to let us know via github.
We’d rather know you are making active use of this package than hearing nothing from all of you out there!
Happy Data Vaulting!

11.3 Issue guidelines
11.3.1 If it's a bug
We've tested the package rigorously, but if you think you've found a bug please provide the following at a minimum (or use the
issue templates), so we can fix it faster:
• The version of dbt being used
• The version of dbtvault being used.
• Steps to reproduce the issue
• Any error messages or dbt log files which can give more detail of the problem

11.3.2 If it's a feature request
We'd love to add new features to make this package even more useful for the community, please feel free to submit ideas and
thoughts!

11.3.3 If it's an idea, feedback or a general inquiry
Create a post with as much detail as possible; We'll be happy to reply and work with you.

Last update: 2021-06-10
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12. Licence

12. Licence
1
2
3

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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12. Licence

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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12. Licence

1.

Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not
limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by
a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for
which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of
authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely
link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright
owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue
tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by
Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object
form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work
shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part
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12. Licence

of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a
display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the
NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices
within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that
such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and
conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided
Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the
Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may
have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of
the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under
this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor
be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on
behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Last update: 2020-05-10
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